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BEYOND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: LEADERSHIP DIVERSITY THAT WORKS

J. Richard Gilliland
While the planet is consumed with the need for
people who can organize, manage, and lead, most
countries of the world utilize only a small fraction of their
lw man pt iten t ia I. Only parts of northern Furope and

North America have begun to recognize the rich reservoir of kadership potential represented by women and

persons of color und are developing mechanisms to
utilize their talents and capabilities. Given the reality of
changing demographics in countries such as the United
States and Canada, it is simply good public policy to take

advantage of the full range and diversity of human
resources resident in their citizens.
Similarly, community colleges need to make full use
of the leadership talents and capabilities of women and
persons of color. The majority of community college
students are women, and they should logically play a
significant, even majority, leadership role in these institutions. Increasing numbers of students are nonwhite;
many are immigrants from all parts of the world. A key
challenge facing community colleges in the 1490s is to
develop leadership teams that represent the diversity of
their students and community constituents.

Beyond Affirmative Action
Despite some retreats in the past decade, most major

private corporations and nearly all public institutions
have committed themselves to affirmative action. Yet,
even the most fair and committed to equal opportunity
have generally failed to understand how to go beyond
affirmative action to truly benefit their organizations.
Qualified and capable women and minorities 1113V be
hired but infrequently move up, resulting in the loss of
highly qualified employee's despite huge investments in
expensive programs to recruit them in the first place.

However, the very best organizations develop an
expanded vision of affirmative action that includes an
appreciation of real cultural diversity as a kev strength
characterLing their leadership teams. No matter how

well meaning, organizations that limit their view of
affirmative action to fulfilling some notion t.f fairness, or

worse, to passing legal or regulators' muster, miss the
opportunity to become better organizations.

Similarly, community college leaders that go
beyond affirmative action and equal employment
opportunity can realize the full benefits of student, staff,

The Benefits of Diversity

and leadership diversity. Their institutions beconw
more adaptable, their curricula 11101e responsive to

Having men, women, and people of color in educational leadership and management roles adds diversity
to all types of organizations. In systems theory, diversity
is a natural property that allows for creativity and the
testing of new ideas. Diversity encourages experimentation, with the result being an even more diverse system.

student and community needs, their policies and proce-

Profound diversity is characteristic of all natural

dures more attuned to real world concerns, and their
leadership teams more flexible and innovative. This is
easier said than done, for mainstream values extol the
melting pot," which calls fora fusion of values, customs,
languages, and cultures, rather than an appreciation for
the values and qualities that make them different.

The greatest progress may be occurring in the

ecosystems, including human ones.
The logic applies to the inclusion of culturally differ-

private sector, where progressive companies are diversi-

ent people in the leadership team of a community

fying their leadership to achieve a competitive edge.

college, includ ing persons of color, people from different

While this is good business in a market-driven economy;
unfortunately, successes have been limited. Even

age groups, persons from other countries, people from
diverse work experience backgrounds, and even people
with differing personality types. Such diversity encour-

ages new program development and institutional
innovation, while also mitigating the all-too-human
tendency to continue unexamined past practices well
beyond the point of effectiveness. The more points of
view and the more references of experience there are, the

more options that appear in response to both problems
and opportunities.

Honeywell, generally considered a highly progressive
con pany, has achieved only limited success. Barbara
Jerich, director of workforce diversity, says, "Although
we are addressing workforce diversity, I think we have
a long, long way to go, and not only here at Honeywell.
don't see an organization that has met the mark vet. in
many cases the organizations which have seen the most
change have done so only after what I call galvanizing
events. A class-actioa lawsuit or a takeover attempt will
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Planned Programs rot Change

Attracting Diversity. A colleT,t, that can demonstroll,' a culture and climate that Values diversity will
ter an aura,. fivetaneer opport unit y for women and minorities, Recruiting ef1ort:4 need to be tailored to get the
oid out about that special characteristic of the college.

Pet sonnel practices need to be designed to assure that

1,osition openings are well puNiciied, both in the
To reali/e the benefits ot divel sit olleges need ik
embark upon a planned pi ogram tst long terin 11.11yX
that purs110. two ke% obiectives con, tin toth
to
develop attitudes among all eolke klmstituents that
aLknowlt.dge the value ot diversity and 21 to attract and

develop college leader., at all levels yho represent

national press and in correspondence to key leaders and
ontact throughout the vast national network of
c 'ni in u n its colkges. All representatives of the college,
theCE0 principa l a mong them, must consistently model
the values of the college on the hustings.

Developing Leadership Diversity.

Colleges,

women, minorities, and other types 0: diversity,
Valuing Diversity. The chiet executive officer is the
key to achieving full recognition for the value ot diversity, for it is the CFO's iesponsibilitv to mold the climate
ind culture of the organization. Using all of the tools,

however, need to take the final responsibility to develop
their own leaders from among those staff who represent
groups least well represented on the college leadership

influence, and discretion of the position, each must

programs conducted by national associations. They can

assure that a college's culture accomir.odates diversity.
The CEO must work to create a work environment

team. The college can support staff in their efforts to
participate in several excellent leadership development

support graduate education tor staff in entry and
mid-level management positions. Senior-level adminis-

in which no individual is either disadvantaged or
advantaged because o.f race, sex, creed, or any other

trators can be encouraged to assist in identifying and
serving as mentors for talented staff members with

characteristic of birth or culture. 1 his requires a careful

leadership aspirations,

examination of unintended ohst1i i. les embedded in
college policies and procedures, It may ako un lode
assistinj, veteran employees --often white, male, middle

managersnot only to

accept

the possabk value or

diversity in their subordinates but a ko to cope with the
uncertain dynamics of pioneermg change.
Equally important is the chief eecuti eottkei 's role
in articulatinga vision of what the institution ca n achieve
by taking full advantage of the diversity of its students.
staff, and leaders. Using the bulk pulpit and symbols ot
position, the CEO can heighten sensitn itv to the ksue
and mobili/e the energies of the tollege .1,ininutitt to
seek the benefits inherent in di \ ersth
Staff Dev:lopment. Statt de\ elopmint ,h t it
k

he designed to en, , nirage an appre, iat h 15
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among both employees, and students.

Metropolitan Community College launched an
internal leadership development program in .1981 that
has greatly assisted the college's efforts _o
t Li+
_versify its
leadership team. The program includes a three-month
administrative internship for full-time faculty and staff
to try their hand at leadership activities in the college
while being paid at their regular pay rate. More than half
have llseu this internship as a springboard to full-time,
permanent. administrative appointments. In fact, the
malotit\ who have gone through the program are now
employed at t on muii it colleges in educational leadership rt dos. \ irtitalh all ot the interns have been women

ot t he obiective.
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STAFFING FOR A NEW CENTURY: AN OPPORTUNITY FOR INSTITUTIONAL RENEWAL

Mardee Jenrette
Before the turn of the century, 10 to 50 percent of all

community college tacultv are epected to retire. This
pred ic t ion has been 'a l id a t ed by researchers, appears
repeatedly in the higher eiucation press, and has begun
to set the agenda for national conferences. Even so, few

participation in tlw project. The president personally
brought the message, holding sessions on each of the
four campuses, directly addressing as many staff as
possible. A written document was distributed to su pport

the verbal presentation. Both methods were used to

institutions have begun to address systematically its
implications, and most have failed to recognize the

avoid misinterpretation of the written word or d istortion
of a word-of-mouth message by a delegated transmitter.

immediacy and magnitude of the potential crisis.
Also not completely understood is that intensifying
recniitment eftorts is a n insufficient response to impending faculty turnover. Even revamping selection proc-

three goals: 1) The same information was given to all
staff; 2) Listeners were made to fed their participation

esses to insure that prospective candidates "fit" with
institutional v alues and missions does not go tarenough.

Colleges already find themselves in competition for a
dwindling pool ot qualified applicants, especially for

minority faculty, and only those whose culture and
climate are hospitable to the net generation of increasingly pluralistic faculty vill succeed in attracting them.
Nonetheless, the challenge to staff for a new century
can also be viewed as an opportunity. The challenge is
not limited to tl IA uman resource department and its
recruiters, but prt.sents an opportunity around which to
renew an entire institution. Massive staff turnover
affects the core of every community collegeits teaching/learning mission; the breadth of the impact requires
a multifaceted, instituticm wide response.

The Teaching/Learning Project

The presentations by the president accomplished
would be importantafter all, the president was taking
his time to address them personally; and 3) A clear
commitment to the project from the highest level of
administration was communicated. The appointment
of a full-time director also signaled commitment and
recognition of the magnitude of the task that lav ahead.
1:nmi its inception, the project paid close attention to

formal and informal communications; assuring that all
staff had the opportunity to keep informed and to provide feedback were key goals of the project. Acknowledging sta4diversitY and varied preferences for ways of
receiving information, several formal channels were

established and cising ones used. The TeachinN/
Learning Pwieet Bulletin was produced on an as-needed
basis, as were topical video tapes. An annual summary
report was prepared at the close of each academic year.
The Teaching/Learning Prvject was a frequent agenda

item for meetings of the collegewide President's
Council, faculty senate, and board of trustees.

The Teaching/ Learning Project, initiated in 148h, is
Miami-Dade Community ('olleges's attempt to mar age
the consequences ()Wei, ltv turnover systematically, and
to capitalize on the opportonitY to tak,.' a hard look at
current assumptions and practices. The project has three
interrelated goals: I ) to improve the ivality of teaching
and learning at M-DCC, 2) to mak,: teaching at M-DCC
a professionally rewarding career, and 3) to make teaching and learning the focal point of college activities and

decision-making processes. Now in the fourth year of
the project, the college is making substantial progress
toward the realization of these goals.

Mobilizing the Institution

Addressing Key Issues
A college wide steering committee was appointed to

oversee the project. Consistent with the philosophy of
the project and a promise made at its inception to involve

all who would be directly affected, both faculty and
administrators were selected to serve by a careful,
systematic process. The result was a representatiw
committee composed of individuals having the respect
of their colleagues and committed to proiect goals. One
of the steering committee's first acts was to affirm its
belief that the project goals were attainable.
A
Oong "Conversation on Teaching and Learning" marked the first official meeting of the Teaching/

The critical first step was to communicate clearly the

Learning Project Steering Committee. Because the

start of a major, institutionwide undertaking. Careful

outcomes of this discussion would help set the project
agenda for its duration, participation wa:i broadened
beyond committee membership, and even beyond col-

thought was given to the manner of communication and
to setting the correct tone in order to insure broad-based
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Graduate course's on effective teaching/learning should be developed collaboratively with
t he University of Miami and offered to faculty

k'ge personnel. The air!, was to identify as many factors
as possible that Unpinge on the teaching/learning relationship. Concerns as disparate as the role of part-time

faculty and maintenance of classrooms emerged from
tlw ctinversatitm, and task forces were appointed to

tin Miami-Dade campuses at the college's
evens'. The curriculum shotild capture the

tot-us on each of tlw eleven major issues identified. Tlwir

erertise of veteran lY1-1X.0 faculty so that their
skills are not lost as new staff are hired.

nuclei canw from the steering committee, with additional appointnwnts to round out the working groups.

Teaching th'arning centers should be established on eadi campus to support professional
developnwnt tor all staff, since all are involved
in the teaching/learning process.

Tlw composition ot the task torees served two
first, to give assurance that those most
affected bv recommendations on a topic would be
involved: and second, to expand direct partidpation,
purposes:

Administrative and support staft should be

thus helping to foster ownership in outcomes, To date,
over Int) tacultv, staff, and administrators have served
on Inv or more Teaching I willing Project task forces.

evaluated and recognized on the basis of their
contributions to the teaching/learning process.
Physical standards should be establishe i for

Statements of Values and Faculty Excellence

rooms up to standards.
An endowed teaching chair program should be

Earliest efforts tocused on developing a statement of
institutional Values related to teaching and learning and
articulating a statement ot faculty excellence. \early

instituted to reward those who have a ttai ned the
highest standards of faculty excelknce,

two years of work %vent into the writing of these

documents because a commitment to follow a process
that encourages widespread participation, that relies on

consensus building, and that aims at broad-based
ownership takes tinw. Research was also commissioned
to in tilrin the process: interviews tvere conducted, focus
grtmps were held, and surveys were acintinistered.
%'slItie.S. A statement ot shared values concerning
teaching and learning was developed and accepted a S
the' consensus of all participating staff. It serves to guide
the tolk.ge in developing its mission, goals, phihisophy,

and operational procedures. individuals considering
employment at Miami-I )ade can make a better decisitm
on whether or not they wish to apply. Also, the values
statement helps to guide recruiter activity.

Faculty Excellence. A consensus statement ot the

qualities and characteristics of ecellent faculty at
Miami-Dade was also developed. It identifies four
Categories which distinguish excellent fat ltv: their own

classrooms and personiwl assigned to keep

Together, these recommendations establish and
reinforce a climate that encourages a commitment to
excellence in teaching, in support service's, in management and leadership to enhance the sticcess of the' teaching/ learning relationship. All are being implemented.

Implementing and Institutionalizing Outcomes
rel create' and sustain a climate that fosters commitinvnt and to change institutional behavior, outcomes ot
the project have been institutionalized as official policies
and procedure's ot the college'. Each task force's reeom-

mendations Were forwarded to the project steering
committee, to the President's Councilind then to the
board of trustees. At each step, opportunities tor
discussing, clarifying, and modifying the recommenda-

tions enhanced understanding ot the changes being
suggested, reinforced the scope of the endeavor, and
built ownership. Most important, the Teti Knmendatit ms
were strengthened bv the addition of responsibility and

motivatitm and their abilit% to motivate others, their

accountability components that would make their

interpersonal skills, their knowledge base, and their skill
at applying their knowledge. The statenwnt (and those
for administraWrs and support staff sot m to follow) will

implementation possible by the very individuals who
would be expected to make them a reality.

help to shape the design ot screening and assessment
processes tor new hires, It will guide evaluation of

The prospect of Massive staff turnover presents

through the academic- ranks. The statement %vill also
allow each faculty, staff, and administrator to evaluate
his or her own performance and to shape professional
development plans in line' with institutional needs.

community colleges tvith a golden opportunity. I .00king
through the eyes of the potential newcomer provides a
critical perspective in evaluating an institution's success
at fulfilling its teaching/learning mission. The pnispect
makes the timing right to reevaluate' practices, to make
change's, to cekhrate strengths, to pass on the' skills and

Task Force Recommendations

potential crisis into an opportunity for renewal.

While t hese documents have formed the base, other
task forces have put forward equally significant recommendations that will change the shape of the conduct of
college business w ell into the new century:
New faculty should have a preserv ice orientatiem and be assigned mentors.
t

Mardee larreth' i the director of the Teachins/Loirlthrg
Prefect at Miami-Dade Conmrunity Co1kge, She had served
on the faculiv at Miami-Dade for 14 year: prier to assumiiN
leader,hip for the project in 1980.
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BUILDING COMMUNITIES: A CHECKLIST FOR EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

Nancy Armes and Kay McClenney

the ettectiveness of the core

The Commission on the !.uture of Cominunity
Colleges challenged every community colk.ge to

curriculum

"buiki 4.-ommunity." To do so, the commission

the effectiveness of across-the-

urged each to demonstrate a concern for the whole,
for integration and collaboration, for openness and

curriculum initiatives
There is clear evidence of coordination,
collaboration, and integration between
academic affairs and student services.
Campus-life initiatives provide opportu-

4.

integrity, for inclusiveness and self-renewal.

Further, the commission argued that these
concerns should be evident in the values the

5.

nities for students to devtilop on a

institution holds; the goals it aspires to achieve;

and the policies, procedures, and programs it

number of dimensions, including intellectual, affective, social, physical, and

implements to realize those aspirations.

Since the publication of the commission's
report, Building Connnunities: A Vision for a New

aesthetic.
Pemmnel policies, employment benefits,

h.

Century, community colleges everywhere have
focused on its recommendations for professional
development programs, self-studies, strategic
planning processes, and attempts to measure their
institutional effectiveness. The following checklist
is offered as a tool to assist community colleges to
isssess their institutional practices and characteristics with respect to the contribution or impediment
each makes to the community-building process
which is at the heart of the principal recommendations of the commission.

employee assistance programs, and
development opportunities reflect an
appreciation and respect for the "whole
person."
Concern for Intebration and Collaboration

There are ongoing, institutionalized

7.

programs which demonstrate a commit-

ment to integration and collaboration,
such as:

interdisciplinary course-- and

Concern for the Whole

2.

3.

There are institutional processes focused
on the creation, sharing, and alignment of
visions for the college community.
A comprehensive prooss for evaluation
of institutional performance is in place.
Institutional evaluation includes consideration of the following:
the relationship of the institution to
its community

programs
team teaching
cooperative learning ventures.
General education and technical/career

8.

education are effectively integrated,
rather than treated as essentially separate
or competing "tracks."

There are ongoing, institutionalized
processes for wfnking collaboratively

9.

with the following:
elementary and secondary schools
four-year colleges and universities
community-based organizations
business and industry
governmental entities

the relationship among courses,
programs, and functions

the relationship among people
across the institution
rut,11,hud t

t
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10.

IL

12.

Institutional policies, procedures, and

ba:riers based on age, gender, race,

funding arrangements support the forming of partnerships and collaborations,
rather than encumbering them.
Major institutional processes are effectively integrated (e.g., assessment results
are used in planning; plans form the basis
for allocation of resources; performance
evaluation is linked to professional development; etc.).
Collaborative learning opportunities are
regularly provided students in the classroom, and relationships among students

ethnicity, religion, handicap, and role.
22.

The institutiou deals directly and hon-

73.

estly with evidence of inappropriate, discriminatory, or exclusionary behavior.
Formal orientation programs, individual

mentoring and ceremony promote the

integration of new employees and
students into campus life.
24.

There are both formal programs and a
variety of informal opportunities for
professional growth and development
among faculty, staff, and administrators.

frequently suggest cooperative rather

Both part-time faculty and part-time

than ,7ompetitive attivitr.

students are given the support necessary

for them to feel included and perform
Concern for Openness and Integrity
16.

There are multiple pathways for organi7ational communication and decision
making, ranging from the formal to the
informal, across leadership strata and
including all employees.

13.

14.

15.

mai processes for soliciting and using
input from constituents in its e\ternal

understanding across age, sex, race,
religion, national origin, and other

communities.
Evaluation of programs, petsonnel, and

delineations.

Institutional ceremonies, traditions, and

celebrations reflect stated values and

pals.

Shared values and visions, reflective of
community building themes, are evident

across institutional functions, levels,
units, and locations.

19.

opportunity for written evaluative comments. As
an assessment tool, it is designed to make cursory,
narrow, or incomplete review of an institution's
environment for community building less likely.
Viewed as criteria for success, the checklist represents a vision of what is possible for a mature and

effective community college to achieve in the

Institutional priorities are clear and

Nancy Armes was executive director of the' A AOC
Commission on the Future of Community Colleges and

Institutional rewards and recognition
programs purposefully reinforce
community-building behavior.

Concern for Inclusiveness and Self-Renewal

performance of its important niissions.

is consultant to the chancellor of the' Dallas County
Community College District, Dallas, Texas.
Kay MeClenney is policy and programs director,
Education Commission of the States. She is a .former
member of the AACiC Board of Directors and served as
research associate Or the futures commission.

Programs are in place which are specifically designed to free the institution from

21.

Don I )(

This instrument can be used in a variety of
ways: as a guide for group discussions or more
formally as a survey instrument providing the

-The institution and its members keep
their wordto students, to community,
and to one another.
directly tied to resource allocation.

20.

process for identifying and developing

The institution has both formal and info; -

process.

IS.

and mid-level administrators, and a
potential leaders is in place.
Classroom practices consistently include
strategies to remove barriers and increase

students is an honest, vital, and useful

17.

c

successfully in the institution.
Leadership roles and opportunities have
been defined for faculty, staff, students,
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RENEWING A MATURE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

James L. Hudgins
college? 2) What are the three' most imporati opportu-

The tounding of foliet lunior College at the turn of

nities available to the college? and 3) What tn ,. e plans ot

t his centu rv is of ten cited a,. the beginning of thecommu-

enter the last decade of that century, the fact is that the
majority are less than thirty Years old. Most experienced

action would you initiate if you were the college president? Using the IX.lphi technique, the top ten responses
to each question Were distilled, reported to all staft, and
used to develop action plans to improve the college.

the excitenwnt ot birth in the lohns, the headiness of
growth in the i470s, and the trials and difficulties of
adolescence and young adulthood in the Mills.

significant problems facing the college were declining
enrollment, poor image and morale, and related prob-

nitv college mtwement. 1 loweyer, as the nation's 1,224

two-year community. technical, and junior colleges

There was considerable consensus that the most

lems.

John Gardner was the first of many to descrilw four
stages in the lite cycle of an organization: 1) birth,
2) growth, 1) maturity, and 4) renewal or dechne. Most
community colleges have experienced the first of these
three stages and enter the l4-N1is as tully mature organi-

Not surprisingly, ail agreed that the greatest

opportunity was to develop a comprehensive marketing
program to increase enrollnwnt and enhance the image

of the college. in the community. The president held
listening sessions with all academic and administrative
departments. From these sessions and survey rest4ts

zations faced with the prospect ot either renewal or

enwrged a consensus on the desired tuture of the college.
The vision proiected a college that: 1) has a clear sense of
purpose, 2) understands its community, 3) emphasiies

decline. Of Course, none Would COnscietisht choose
decline, so a fundamental it mcern of community colkge

leaders is how to insure institutional renewal that best
prepares the college to meet the challenges of not only
the 14490s, hti also the next Century,

student success, 4) values human resources, 5) seeks
collaborative relationshipsmd h) is self-examined.

A Case Study of Planned Change

Developing the Plan

Midlands Technical College is a Cornprehensiye,
multi-campus, community college located in Columbia,
south Carolina, se-ving over 6,000 students with 450
faculty and staff in a iistrict with a population of about
450,000. Like many community colleges, Midlands
experienced an exciting birth in the 19N/sand phenomenal growth in the 1470s. Also like many, it faced challenges in the 19S0s, including those of declining enrollment and an aging fikulty. When the college began
showing signs of maturing, its leadership, forced to
confront the options of renewal or decline, seized the
opportunity to introduce a program of planned change.
The organizatkinal renewal process consisted of
three phases: 1) envisioning the future, 2) developing a
plan, and 3) implenwnting the plan and evaluating its
results. While it is not possible to detail each step of a
multiyear effort involving hundreds of individuals, key

The vision development stage progressed into a
more formalized strategic planning effort, which

happened to coincide with the college's approaching
ten-year reaffirmation of accreditation. As a first step,
the college initiated a combined strategic planning
process and self-study in 1980. The strategic planning
committee doubled as the institutional effectiveness
committee of the self-study. Thirteen other committees
assisted the first stage of the planning pre ,cess: assessing
the present strengths and weaknesses of the college

The self-study committees struggled to balance

complicated issues of the college's strengths and weaknessses; for instance, a strength of the college was its

effectiveness serving the business community with
customized training programs, but a perceived weakness was its image as a narrow vocational institute rather
than a comprehensive community college. The recommendations for improving the college made by the selfstudy committees satisfied the accrediting team, which
had few additional suggestions.
The cdk-ge then progressed through the remaining

elements of the college's experience dealing with its own
maturation may provide usdu I insights to other colleges
grappling with similar circumstances and issues.

Envisioning the Future

developing assumpsteps of the planning process:
tions about the future, 2) clar'..ying mission, 3) develop-

The first stage of the renewal process was to determine what key college constituents envisioned as the
desired state of the college. All faculty and staff were
surveyed and asked three basic questions: 1) What are
the three most important issues or problems facing the

ing value statements. 4) e." .tting lemg-range object ives to
move the college tows:. d vision attainment, 5) designing

an annual operational plan with specific obiectivesmd
() establishing criteria for Awcess. The planning process
itself assisted renewal efforts. It enabled diverse groups
a
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to communicate about problems and issues they had
never previously been able to discuss.
Planning resulted in two products; Vision fiir
Owe, a protesskmally designed executive summary
presenting a vision of the college in the year 2001 to the
community, and a Itiose-leaf, strategic plan detailing
specitk objectives tor attaining that vision.
Communicating tlw Visiot Vision Or heellence

becanw an important elenwnt in communicating the
aspitatit ins that the college had tor itself to its surround-

ing cinnmunity. Thv Greater Columbia Chamber of

Commerce and the college held a joint press conference
anni 0 nee the issuance e if the document and to em pha

slit, the college's impoi-tance to economic and community de% elopment. The ewcutive summary of the strategic p l.m was also disseminated to 11w pry's.; and received

both newspaper and media coverage. Faculty and staff
sought opportunities to communieite key concepts to
civic and business groups, and the colkge initiated a
plannti visitation program to business and industry.
the col lege'', tou nda tion sponsored a series of breakfasts
to i ntrod
minmnit y leaders to plans for the future of

the colkge. finally, a series ot media advertisements
designed around Vision for Exeunt-we were aired to

enhance, the ctimmunity's a wareiress ot the college and
its role in the community's future.
Operationalizing the Concepts. l'erhaps ot greater
significance, however, were efteirts within the college to
help all taeulte and stall to both understand and own a
consensus \ isitm ot the college. Fxecutive and faculty
leaders worked to communicate the vision by relating
daily events to 1.mg-range goals. Some divisions even

develtped "inni-visions" for their faculties and staffs.
The strategic plan was established as the dtx-ument
regularly used to set priorities and allocate resources.
What began as a stratogic planning process in liftin
deyekped into a comprehensive institutit mai effectiveness program be. NM. The Southern Association of
College. and ...hools requires colleges to demonstrate
their et let tiveness in accomplishing their missions,
especially their impatt on student learning. Thus, the
accreditation sell-study reinforced the importance of
planning and eva luat it m as ongoing college processes.

Implementing the Plan and Evaluating Its Results
rht. ,:ollegt. then implemented a series of action
plans. For example, in response to declining enrollment
and poor image in the e onimunity, one was to creatt, a

marketing division, reporting to the president,

ctimprised (a all -first contact" services. A critical step,

however, was that each plan was implemented with

built-in procedures and criteria 1.ir evaluating its

successful acccimplishment. Tlw success of the market-

ing plan was to he evaluated by, among other things,
enrollment growth. The result was a comprehensive
imtitutitmal effectiveness program that responds to
public and accreditation demands for accountability.
Success Factors and Indicators. Since the quantity
of evaluation data that could potentially be used to
evalua te t'iIttt i v eness far exceeded t h college' s capacity
to collect and analwe it , six critical success factors were
identi t it'd as essential to evaluating missitm accomplishINTh ttu

Itt ct

ment:
accessible and comprelwnsive programs ot
high quality, 21 satisfaction and retention of students, 1)

posteducation satisfaction and success, 4) economic
development and community involvement, 3) sound
and efWtive resource management, and 6) dynamic
organizational involvement and development.
A set of indi .ca.t ors was developed tor each success
factor, as well as formats and procedures for using data
to evaluate each. For instance, student Satistactitm and
retention was to be evaluated by such indicators as
compkt ion rates, user su rveys, en roll men t analyses, and

measures of the use of services.
Institutionalized Evaluation Processes, A, a result
of this planning, the college developed and institutionalized routine processes for eValtiating not onlY its overall
effectiveness, but also the effectivenwss ot discrete programs and st.rvices in assisting the college to reach its
planned future. Each year, the results of these progi tin

reviews are reported to the board ot trustees, and

a!

executive summary disseminated to the communit%
Perhaps the most effective. Means of operational-

Ong the 'ision statement articulated by the colk.ge is
that all college resources are allocated based upon their

contribution to the attain ment of the long-range vision ot
the college,. When existing programs prove to he i neftec

tive moving toward that desired tuture, they become

immediate candidates for revision. On the positive side,
however, the college has also devehtped mechanisms tit

celebrate people anti programs that assist the college
move towards its goals.

Now going into its fifth rear, the program of planned

change itnpkntentvd by Midlands Technical C *ollege
appears to be paving oft. A tollow op survey tewnd that
faculty morale had increased remarkably since the initial
assessment in 14241 and new IACCt'd $0 percent positive
ratings. Other external sign:. have validated the college's

apparent success, including annual enrollment growth
exceeding 10 percent; full funding from the local college
district for the first UM' in the history of the college: a
successful self-studv and a maximum-length accreditation renewal with only minor suggestions tor improve-

ments soleetitm tw the S'ate* commission on higher
education and the regional accreditation commission as
a model institutional effectiveness program; int reased
national exposure and recognition tor tat u lt v and stall:
and increased numbers ot coopct
e ttjee ts
'at I
nership relationships with various external groups.
By confrOnthig head on the options facing a maturing community college, Midlands Technical (4 l lege has
succeeded both in developing a positive vision tor its
futu re and in implementing plans to achieve its goa As
a result, the college is now enjoying the fruits of renewal
in its maturity.

Nines I.. !basins has been president ot Midlands
Technical ColhNe since I 9S b. I le has been act i-oe in dei,ehipinN
institutional eifectiveness criteria tin. the Southern Assot.

lien of Colleges and Schoots. and has 4er-wit as chair ot it
commissiint (-Awes. This abst tItaSit MIthlriZIN pri wra
iiresented at the first IZiIPIII,I 1A'atter5ili7' 201111" Wittet
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LEADERSHIP FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

K. Patricia Cross
The leadership required for the year 2000 will be

quite different from the leadership that built most
community colleges in the I960s. Determining where
these colleges will be headed and what kind of leaders
will be needed was a challenge to the Commission on the

Future of Community Colkges. The report of the
commission, Building Communities: A Vision fin. a New
Century, has been widely read and has helped to set an
agenda for community colleges nationwide.
The report really has two major themes. It calls first
for building communities and second for strengthening

community colleges as educational institutions. The
commissioners merged the two t hemes neatly when they
wrote, "Building community through dedicated teaching is the vision and inspiration of this report." tp.

sometimes displaced their competitive instincts to inter-

nal relationshipsbetween faculty and administrators
for power and authority and among proponents of vari-

ous programs for resources. Thus, the commission's
focus on building community is especially pertinent for

community colleges challenged by educational tasks
that require collaborative efforts.
Many of the recommendatkms of the report eoncern
efforts to build institutional climates based upon trust,
open communication, and respect; these are undeniably
key to building community. However, it is important
not to confuse means with ends. The pu rpose of a college
is not to develop high mora le among faculty and staff, for
example, but to provide quality education for students.

Strengthening Educational Institutions

Building Community

The theme, building communities, reasserts the
comprehensive mission of community colleges.

hut especially in the late l970s, sdiolars and
practitioners alike debated the wisdom of the comprehensive mission on the grounds that it spread resources
too thin and that community colleges should not try to be
all things to all people. The commission, however, never

seriously questioned the comprehensive mission;
instead, it chose to meet the problem of declining
resources by expanding the pie. It recommended part-

nerships to expand and strengthen key functions

between transfer programs and four-year institutions,
between career preparation programs and employers,
between community service programs andcommunity

agencies, and between remedial and development
programs and high schools.
The underlying premise of the report is that community colleges can be both comprehensive and excellent.
However, the route to that goal lies in sharing resources
rather than competing for them. This is an important
insight in a time when lifelong education for all citizens
emerges as a shared responsibility for all educational
agencies in a community. Traditional institutions cannot
do it all, especially if they are in constant competition
with one another for funds, students, and prestige.
Community colleges have a long tradition of forming collaborative relationships, and have fortunately
generally avoided competition with other educational
providers. Unfortumtely, community colleges have

The commission clearly identified teaching and
learning as the shared vision that can energi/e community colleges, and this is the second major theme of its
report. For the past quarter of a century, community

colleges have been largely concerned with issues ot
expansion and contraction in higher education. Those
times were ripe for managers and entrepreneurial
leaders. The future, however, requires colleges united
by a larger vision and a common task that pulls people
together; such times require educational leaders.
The report of thecommission sped lies the challenge:
"The community college should be the nation's premier
teaching institution. Quality instruction should be the
hallmark of the movement." (p. 25) The near missionary
zeal that energized community colleges in the lthlOs

came from a shared vision of providing access and
educational opportunity for neglected populations.
While the commission is clear in stating that this goal

must be relentlessly pursued, it also calls for a new
energizing purposeto fulfill the promise of access q
providing excellence in teaching and learning.
There is vitality in the notion that everyone associated with community colleges should dedicate them-

selves to the cause of improving student learning.
However, the energy to pursue dedicated teaching must
come largely from the faculty. Efforts to improve access

were led by administrators who raised money, built
buildings, lobbied state legislatures, and made opportu-

nities available. Now, the goal of marshalling the
energies of the teaching faculty requires inspired leader-

11
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ship, beyond cornMent administration.

2) satisfactions that are by-products of the activity, such

Recent surveys of community college leaders
confirm that most see educational leadership as the
emerging role for community college presidents.

Extrinsic incentives have proven limitations in motivating faculty to excellent performance. in fact, attempts to

Successful leaders will not be able to slight managerial
responsibilities or concerns of effective governance, but

as recognition programs; and 3) intrinsic rewards.
tie compensat ion to i 1 1-d e f i ned sta n d a rd s of teaching

times call for leadership that goes beyond building
a strong organization to utilizing that organization

effectiveness often ad as disincentives. Recognition
programs can have sonw positive effects, but tend to
reward past performance rather than motivate new

effectivdy in accomplishing its educational mission.

efforts.

The Classroom Researcher

The commissioners recommended a process of
continuous self-renewal and professional development
for faculty and urged colleges to define the role of the

faculty memher as that of a classroom researcher.
This requires explanation of the concept of teacher as
classroom researcher.
Classroom research is fundameutally diffeient Iion n

educational research. Its purpose is not to discover

universal laws of learning, but rather for faculty to
answer very specific questions about what students
learn in their classrooms as a result of their instruction.

The skills required to answer these questions are not
primarily technical but call for systematic and sensitive
observation ot students in the process of learning.
A basic assumption underlying classroom research
is that accurate and credible feedback about the impact
of teaching on learning carries a built-in challenge to

teachers to see if they :an increase learning through
experimentation with mire effective teaching methods.
Classroom researchers, then, are primarily interested in
gaining insights that will strengthen their base of professional knowledge about teaching. They seek to learn

what works, as well as why it worksall in order to
become more effective* in their role as teachers and
facilitators of student learning.
Classroom research is more related to faculty development than to educational research. Yet, there is a
difference. The specific goal of faculty development is to
improve faculty performance by providing information
about teaching skills, by increasing self-confidence, and
!eating i sui.poi live institutional climate that recoF.,nizes good teaching. Classroom research, on the other
hand, focuses on student learning. The premise is that as
teachers become aware of the impact of their teaching on

their students' learning, they will make appropriate
modifications to help students learn.

This leaves intrinsic rewards for faculty, an area
generally unexplored by community college leaders.
Intrinsic rewards are those found in the satisfaction of
seeing students learn or the intellectual stimulation
found in preparing an intriguing lesson. Research
into the characteristics of college faculty show them
to be achievement oriented, intellectually curious, and
autonomous. A logical assumption is that they want
to be good teachers, that they enjoy the challenge of
teaeliing foi tua,intum impact, and that dive aiu
motivating and self-renewing once challenged.

This suggests that effective educational leaders
need to capitalize on faculty predilections for problem
solving and high achievement and find ways to encourage them to experiment to improve their students' learning. Developing mechanisms to support and encourage
classroom research is one wav to increase the int qasic
ire
rewards for excellence in teaching. Intrinsic
not likely to replace extrinsic rewards in policy making,
but ways to increase them need to be found.

To sum up, the Report of the Commission on the
Future of Community Colleges has a dual theme, which,

upon reflection, merges into a single themebuilding
communities in order to improve the quality of education for community college students. The message is
unifying rather than divisive: the mission of community
colleges is education. Excellence in teaching should
occur wherever teachers meet students, be it in remedial ,
adult, transfer, career, or general education classes, or in
student development programs and support service's.

If community colleges leaders are to become the
"foremost advocates of teaching and learning," they are
going to have to know something about education and
how colleges perform that age-old ritual efficiently and
effectively. They are going to have to know how to lead
their faculties toward establishing community colleges
as the nation's premier teaching institutions. This is not
an easy task, and preparing community college leaders
for that future is as much a challenge. to those of us in the

universities as to those of you in community colkges.

Effective Rewards
I.low might community college presidents hest lead

K. Patricia Cross is Conner Professor of I figher
Hueation. University of California, Berkeky. This abstract

their faculty to make their colleges premier teaching
institutions? Generally, administrators have only indi-

summarizes her keynote address to the firq amnia!

rect influence on what goes on in theclassroom. Even the

"Leadership 2M10," stven tune 13, 7989. The second annual
conference will he held in San Franci.zco, fulu S-11. I qqa.

reward systems which they control are not uniformly
effective in motivating faculty.

Reward systems are basically of three types:

1) extrinsic, such as salary, promotion, and tenure.;
Don i )..?u, on, ,
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STATEWIDE ARTICULATION CANNOT BE DONE TONGUE IN CHEEK

Arthur R. Southerland, Rex Leonard, George D. Edwards, and James R. Hutto
ing department requirenwnts. Community colleges can
also be guilty of arrogance and mistrust and are sometimes reluctant to accept credits tor work completed at
the secondary level. Students caught in the middle find

The smooth transition ot students from high school
to college is a Img-standing goal of both secondary and
postsecon&ry levels of education. However, by virtue

of their position in the twerall educational system,

that their secondary school vocational-technical

community colk.ges have a complicated task. They must
deal with articulation in at least three d irectionsdown-

programs overlap with community college certificate
and degree programs in occupational fields. Of course,

ward to the high school, upward to ftnir-year colleges
and universities, and outward to business and industry.

baccalaureate instituthms will generally not accept credits earned in occupational programs, even in the most

Nowhere does the current poor record on the

advanced technologies, should the student attempt to

orderly movement of students a mong educationa I levels
demand more concerted action than in state systems of
public education. In a taxpayer's mind, the distinctions

further his or her education beyond the associate degree.
Even when a lack of trust does not intrude, school
officials tend to wait for others to take the initiative for
articulation. The heavy workhiads of faculty and administrators at all levels distract attention from substantive
efforts at cooperative planning.

among levels and types of education blur into one
system with a common purpose: to educate students.

When evidence surfaces that secondary schools,
community colleges, and universities de not cooperate
to allow easy transition among levels, taxpayers ustifia-

Changing Attitudes

bly conclude that one or more of the institutions are
ineffective and inefficient in the use of public funds. The

It is possible to recite a litany of inefficiencies in tit:
system and examples of students caught up in failed or

clear and increasingly present danger is that such perceptions lower public support for alllevels of education.

extended attempts to negotiate movement from one
level to another, and efforts to address specific, highlighted problems have improved articulation in many
states. However, substantive, systemwide change
requires mere than a patchwork ot stopgap measures.

Barriers to Effective Articulation
Barriers to effective articulation are numerous, and
many have been chronicled by both scholarly research
and state audits and investigations. I lowever, at the root

Long-term improvement requires recognition by
faculty, counselors, administrators, and key officials at
all levels that not only students, hut also they, stand to
benefit from a well-articulated educational system.

of the problem is that state educational systems are
fragmented. Each level has its separate governance
structure, often only loosely coordinated. These structures have promoted isolationism among their respective institutions and school officials. Each operates independently in developing its budget and in formulating
often differing missions and educational philosophies.
Worse, such isolation often results in keen competition
among levels and institutions for availabk state dollars.
Isolation, of course, breeds a mutual lack of trust
which severely restricts the kind of cooperation necessary to insure that students benefit from well-articulated
programs and policies. Four-Year colleges and universities have long resisted accepting courses offered bY
community colleges as equivak,nt to their own. Even

This requires basic attitudinal change, as well as
skilled anti committed leadership to bring it about. The

following recommendations represent a beginning
agenda to eftect necessary change:
1. Establish a mind-set for articulation. in his 1970

report on articulation, Fred Knitter observed that a
prerequisite to improvement is the recognition that
articulation is an attitude that must be personified by all
members of the faculties, administrations, and boards of
secondam schools, community colleges, and universities. All levels should initiate formal processes that

result in unequivocal official policies that endorse
articulation among all public educational institutions as
a fundamental commitment to students.
2. Transfigure the conception of articulation from
passive to active. Armed with commitment, the senior

when carefully negotiated institutional agreements
guarantee course equivalence, departmental faculty at
the senior institutions sometimes reject transfer courses
and accept them only as electives rather than as satisfy-
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institutions should take the initiative to reach out to
other levels to bring about necessary changes. Co lk.ge,
university, and public school boards in the sanw service
area should devekrp joint resolutions of commitment to

for advanced secondary students can complement
institution's quest tor excellence.

A Model Attempt

seamless articulation and specific plans to seek out
honestly and eradicate thoroughly all barriers to etfective articulation,
3. Conduct regular tiliTtingS dealing with artkulation among representatives front the various segments

An attempt to accomplish better articulation among

of the educational enterprise. The k.a d e rs of the various

its public educational institutions has recently been
implemented in Mississippi. In an unprecedented
degree of interaction, the three boards which oversee
public education in the state have joined forces in

institutions should meet to establish their shared

Project .q5, an ongoing series of activit ies a i med at foster-

commitment, to develop mutual trust and respect, a nd to
establish the agenda for impnwing articulation for their
staffs. To indicate the high priority of articulation at all

levels, a single, senior-level leader at each institution
should be placed in charge of coordinating articulation
activities. FaCtlify members and counselors should also

be brought into the discussions at an early stage.

Released time twin regular duties may be necessary
to provide in order tor staff to undertake significant
improvement adiviiit's. Specifi objectives and tinie
lines for their achievement need to be established by
each task force.
4.

Encourage a spirit of equality aiming public

school, community college, ami uni"ersity professionals

working together on adkulation. in all interactions
with high school personnel, individuals trom colleges
and universities should be caretul to cultivate an Arai'sphew of collaboration rather than olle of conJescension.
To facilitate the spirit, university personnel should go to
the communit riillege, and college staff should visit the
high school, as often as possible, rather than expecting
public school officials to come to their campuses.
5. Expand the focus of articulatient to include' attention to more than just the transfer of courses. Looking at
the system from the student's point of view, articulation

ing and strengthening collaboration. The, Board ot
Trustees ot State Institutions of I ligher I earning 11 IR
the State Board of Community and Junior Colkges, and
the Mississippi State Board of Education have endorsed
the overriding goal of Proieet 145: "to better prepare all
Mississippi high school students for the challenge' of
educatkm and the modern work world."
Ceiordinated through the 11 IL board, the project
relies strongly upon a thirty-five member ad% ;sore
committee comprising approximatdy equal rai ml mrs o:
professionals from each level of education. The ad v isorv
group is divided into nine subcommittees, one of which

deals explicitly with articulatitm, though each of the
other eight subgroups also deal with issues relating to
articulation as well. To date, actions growing out of the
discussions indilde 1484 stint Mel' instiftites tor high

school faculty in selected disciplines, revisions of
selected higa school curricula with assistance trom the
universities, and the development ot statewide articulation agreements for comnnmity college transfers.
It is virtually impossible to argue against the benefits

(o students and the taxpaying public that result from a
well-articulated svstem of statewide public edueatiim.
lowever, as the title of thi, irticle suggests, solving the'

from high school to college is not only a change in
educational programs but a ,.igr iticant tran,itkm in

problem must go far beyoad lip service, and even

social climates, as well. Typically, high school students
come from a very structured environnwnt in which their
academic and etracurriculat activities ()rescheduled to
occupy the full seheml day; attendance requirements are
mandated by state law; and all students are peers and
basically the same age. These circumstances suggest that
articulation planning must be carried over into t hy orientation activities of the college. As a part of the process,
high school students should be encouraged to become,
familiar with the college campus a nd community college,
students with the university t hn nigh frequent visits and
formal and informal activities. Articulation plans must

Mississippi a re a item pt ing to add Tess articulation issues

also address issues related to differences in financial
arrangements, not only for tuition, but also for books,
supplies, and even bus transpor
Make wider use of faculty exchange's. I firing
qualified high school faculty as adjunct instructors in
community colleges and universities may serve as an
additional linkage, between types of institutions. Like-

beyond isolated fixes to speeific problems. States like

collaboratively. Other states, such as Florida with its
common course numbering system tor public pi istsecon-

darv education, hare made important strides.
hiwever, the. key to ultimate success is a change in

attitude that recogniies hat the self-interests ot all
segments of the educational system are bound up in t heir
common interest. Community college. le iders have an

important role to play in leading this fundamental
change.
Arthur R. Si iitthrrhmit aird ke.1 toward are lirefes:or.
l)epart Meld

R4'..etift h,
sup el Sent /tent MisNisstppi I latthNburg,
George D. Ijivards i: chair, Pipisioti of Applied Science aid
Teclmelexii, Lent Fairfta ('ernermiit Ci illege, Miffdlefown,
Virsinia: and lamoi R. I tutto i: director, Preiet I 93. M
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PARTNERSHIPS WITH K -12 SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Allen D. Arnold
I towever, the substance ot the partnership's success

It has become incwasingly certain to educators and
the public alike that the nation must redesign its educational system it it is to meet the pressing social and
economic demands of the 21st century. Certainly, the
system needs to retool to meet the workforce requirenwnts ot an increasingly techntilogical, compefitive, and
interdependent world.
Interestingly enough, the collabilration that is necessary among the nations of the world on the macro-levd
is predsely what is required among educational institutions on the micro-level. As I lodgkinson has argued, the
various levels and types of educational institutions from

is programs that assist students to learn and to move
easily from high school to college . Partnership efforts
have included jointly operated extension centers in the

high schools providing both credit and non-credit
classes and iointly sponsored computitions, inc hiding
Scholastic Art, TEAMS (Test of Engineering Aptitude,
Mathematics and Science), and a Business Olympics.
The most important initiatives, however, are those that
provide an ongoing avenue for students to utilire md
experience programs and services offered by Triton
College while they are still in high school, thus tacilitating the continuity of student karning.

kindergarten through university graduate schools
comprise -all one system." Comimmity colleges play a
pivotal role in linking K-12 systems to postsecondary
educatitm. in particular, they can help unite the entire

Dropout Prevention and Intervention

The partnership, in cooperation with feeder elementary districts, is attempting with tedetaland state funds
to attack the dropout problem of a metropolitan school
system undergoing rapid demographic change. Programs serve both potential dropouts and out-of-salt ml
youths who have dropped out in the last five %vars.

system by partnership efforts with their local high
schools. No institutions are better positioned to bridge

the levels in the system than comniunity colleges;
no group more key to this endeavor than community
cerilege leaders.

Alternative', Evening, and Athilt High School, Triton
provides various opportunities tor dropouts to complete
high school coursework at the college. The Alternative
I figh School enables students who are under 21 years of
age but find it difficult to enroll in mainstream courses to

Earl; Partnership Efforts
The leadership of Triton College began some time
ago to develop partnerships with its local high schools.
In December 19S3, more than 75 local educators and
school board members met with key college administrators to discuss the results of the current national reports

earn the credits they need to graduate. The Evening
figh School also serves students under the age of 21 who

on education and the perceived need for cooperation
among their i iist it utit ms. A two-day conference, entitled

"Partnership for Excellence,"resulted in the establishment in the spring of 1(J8-# of the School /College Partnership consisting of Trifim College and the six high schools

in its district. The stated goal of the partnership was to
raise the educational level of the entire community.
Since that time, the partnership has developed and

nurtured an unprecedented degree of trust among
college and high school officials, helped along by such
activities as joint in-service retreats for administrators

that have recently been expanded to include middle
school superintendents and administrators.

need to make up deficiencies in order to graduate but
who, ft.ir various reasons, most often work schedules,
cannot attend regular classes during the day.
Another program, the Adult High School, is unique
in that it allows a student over 21 to take courses that
have been approved and articulated with the requirements of all six cooperating high school districts, thus
permitting graduation with a diploma from the high
school in the district in which he or she resides. To meet
the needs of limited English-speaking students from the

six high schools, a joint English as a second language
program was also developed in which students attend
intensive daylong classes held in one of the high schools.
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Gifted and Talented

Student Postsecondary Education Plan

Partnership efforts have also resulted in a number
of programs on the other end of the academic skills
spectrum for gifted and talented students.

The goal of this project of the partnership is to establish a routine process for high school counselors to help

The Scholars Program. The Tri ton Scholars Program
was designed by college admiMstrators and local superintendents as a "college within a college." It is targeted

for bright students who, although academically qualified, are unable to attend prestigious colleges or universities for a number of reasons, such as insufficient finaa-

cial resources or family obligations. The high school
".uperintendents have committed to assist in the selection process and to "drive the kids' parents to Triton, if
necessary" so t hey can learn about t he program.
Significant aspects of the Scholars Program include
the development of courses modeled after those offered
by nationally prestigious institutions in content, writing
and reading requirements, and academic expectatioas,
A Triton Scholar also works with a faculty member as a
mentor for the full two years and, through this process,
completes a portfolio of achievements prior to transfer.
Triton trustee scholarships, which provide free tuition

for all in-district students who graduate in thy top 10
percent of their high school classes, assist these students
to finance their participation in the Scholars Program.

Advanctd Placement. Academically talented
students who qualify in their respective high schools for

advanced placement have the opportunity to take
several courses for college credit in their senior years.
This credit-in-escrow program allows students who can
schedule time in their regular high school days beyond
what is required by state fending regulations to take
classes offered at their high schools from adjunct faculty
hired by Triton College.
Regional Vocational Articulation

'Friton and its local high school distncts have also
collaborated to provide coordinated programs to assist

those students preparing to enter the work force
by establishing the Regional Vocational Articulation
program. This dist rict-wide initiative pro )videsstudents
pursuing vocational-technical education with carefully
articulated curricula that begin in the high schools and
are completed at the postsecondary level. These are
essentially two plus two, tech-prep programs that assure

students who attend the college the benefit of their
prevkius work at the secondary level.
The first of these programs withcarefully articulated
course ohjectves were of fered at Triton in the fall of 14144
in the broad areas of business, industrial technology, and

home economics,
en-

t.

;

a,

students plan their futures. It involves an important
investment by both the high school and the college
because it demonstrates that the high schools' commitment goes beyond graduation day and that the college
has a responsibility to all Young people in the district,
whether or not they choose to attend Triton.
The program attempts to reach those many students
who fall between the:racks after graduation by making
planning tor the thirteenth year as routine as for the' previous twelve. Students are asked to plan for beginning
a career, entering militarY service, or attending a selective university, but are also expected to plot out a fallback position just in case the first choice does not come
through. These back-up plans often include Triton College, and for students who start in jobs, there is also the

option of taking a course or two while working. For
many who go away to large universities, the" back-up
plan can be important should they reconsider their
choice of college or be forced to return home for any
reason rhe postsecondary planning process allews
them to tit easily into academic programs at Triton foi as
long as necessary to pursue their long-term educational
goals. Students are also informed of other college services, such as career and job placement service's, libran
and computer resources, and tutoring service's, that are
available to them as residents of the district.
These c,'Ilaborat ive efforts a re examples of the range

ot programs that can be developed by local school
d istricts and community colleges working together with

a shared commitment to students and their success.
Community college leaders have a prominent role to
play in establishing such mutually bent ficial partnerships and in insuring that students and the nation are
served bv a coherent and united system 01 education.
Allen O. .4rnold
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STRATEGIES FOR SERVING UNDERPREPARED STUDENTS

Richard C. Richardson, Jr.
.1 h
in rent
ith underpreparat ion is 11,,
thOt
consequence of t i1.41 tiek Ode', tit r ilk diA
110%
Lit t tiniin Mit 14 CI, 11::41.' itt 4.4111t4INC ttlr sorl ln
less well-prepared students ty114) graduate and transfer

at leyek ...Taunt-ant lt beloy, those prvt joust); attained by
better prepaied I )ht n ts, I he issne rrt'paratlimcannol
st'pai atcd litnn tat tots ot tate and ethmt ay. At t ican

Americans. I lispanit s. and A merkan Indians disproportionately rek upon Ltimminut colleges tor initial
access to higher edut anon, and the data on their rotes ot
participantm and at. hies einem suggest tha! ,ornininith
CtIlltgt's i1t p,Irt
IhitCrInd I

intributtIr

proHom,

th,,

signiticont proportion ot this group began their

pmistsecondary careers in a community 4.011144'.
111,

Lit,Viian1/

blift'tprt Ittited 141f IVIW..0 leith 1 OW

inut (1rientat ton

hird quite small group grew
up in tanulies and communities where the people with
is hom they associated had not been tocolkge and where
they were eonsistentlY advised that attending t
,

would make no ditterence in the opportunities they
us (mid subsequently experience. I lanipi.'n'd by a lack itt

preparation auti a lots' typtIntunity orientation, gradii
ate, rom this group overt atilt' inCtudible, odds to earn
deg' ces, int luJing negative peer and tamily pressures.

1)efining Underpreparation
The tt av .1 problem is Lief mid has link II to tIO With

shaping thcettt,rts
,It its si ih! nt n. he preparation
problem has generally been detintd in terms tit student
dein iencies. The detit itlict approach has used assessment testing to identit under prepared students, though
thert' art' Illalor limitations to this apynoach.
IttSo,
study ot wh students
Ced, rat ht'r than Why they tail
attempted to tuinish an altei native to the Erevailing
den. iencS model. Researchers interviewed It), minority
graduates I ft nn ten itnir-year colleges and universities.
man% of whom had previously ottemted a communitt
college, and more than half ot whom had begun their
.

citliege L a reers labeled aN underprepared,

Opportnnitn Orientation. 1 he interviews slunved
that preparation int hides at curate expectations about
.ollege part imipat it in and t he term -opportunity orientation- was coined to describe the beliefs that the students
had abtnit the part edilt at it pLly,, in gaining at'iess to

valued adult roles. 'students tith opportivity orientation.. that exclude education a,' all applifriate at tivitv
are most likel to attend t ',liege as adlilts, it at all and
bring with them the hoNlities in their previous educa-

tional ex perient vs, as well as [hi' & hallenges tit ba la nt, ing

nirst'Isl irk tt ith the demands ot a family and a job.
four Categories of Stndents. Thy study also identified four categories ol student pn.paration:
1.

tilt ,slilagt'nh'Ilt to build a IVIS arding Inc lit, attending
Tilts grt tit p identified nientoi ing, summer
and ,11,11 ..,uprort at.tiyities as tutoring and
rogratrs,
earning lobtnatt "ries as critical to their ability to persist.
t;111:go.

Well-Prepared WWI I ii.k:11 :Ipportunttit OrientatIon.

The first group included minotitv graduates from educated la rnilio. who attended sUIMIrhs, t)r high pertt)rming inner-city schools and always evected to go to college. These students succeeded at selective institutitms.
despite st inlet Imes bong sn Teo! yped 41N ia ntherprepa red

,

and were t en` unlikely to attend community toIleges.
II. A largithillif Ilthlerpreparof with 1
( )pp, Ottlirtit
t)rientiltnin. A sect Ind large grinip involved first-genera-

tion college students who lacked the preparation of the
first group, Hit who had grown up with strong parental

Put

r. ih

I tmt4tmm

;,

IVe1/-Prc7gucd ,eith

t )ppertintifif Oricfnatioit.

A tourth, very small group was well-prepared, but
lat ked the conviction that college would mike a signititint difterente in their Iis
This group was rnadc up
ot American Indians who Lame trom reservatit ins where unemplt wment rates were high and opportunities tor professionally trained vorkers very limited.
institutionat Kespinises. 1 hediaracteristicsof these
four groups help define the preparation issue tor COMmunitv colleges, Group I students, whether minority or
majorit% , are heavily recruited by selective institutions

because they can be served successtullY by existing
prtitgrams and services. ( ;roil p II students are almt hvav-

ity recruited. Yven thtnigh they require special assistancV, they attend in the traditional full-time mode and
are highly motivated. Vhite institutions must make
some changes to serve them effectively, often such
changes can be accomplished b speciali/ed staff, leaving the acadvinit core ot the institutitm tree it) continue
tr,hlitional teaming practit es. (1roup tv is to ..0Me tAtent
an ant IlnalV created bv
iircUnIstaniCs Of lilt'

On an Indian reservation, but could include well-int

majority students who have not been persuaded that the
quality ot their lives depends upon their own exertions.
[..limp III is disproportionately African Amerit an

and I hispanic and concentrated in urban areas. \ o
institutions are anxious to serve this group by taking
seriously the responsibility for helping them achieve
success across the entire range ot academic majors.
Inner-citY community colleges are willing to have I tem

as clients as long as tht' tnitcomes defined tor judging

institutional success are social weltare-oriented or
preparatitin for lower-level vocational careers. rhe

problem for community colleges is the ta...k of at hiesing
traditional oukornes for these students whose diversity
in preparation and opportunity orhmtation make them
poor candidates for traditional learning practices.
;ii
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counterparts. In fact, part ot the' transfer issue clearly
relates to the unwillingness ot four-year institutions to
match the scheduling adjustments, support services and
responsive learning environments routinely provided
by many community colleges. Changing organizational
culture is the most promising longterm approach for

A Model for Institutional Strategies
Institutions devdop strategies to deal with issues of
student preparatiem that involve three key variabk,s:
student characteristics, eXpecti.Ld outcomes, and organizational culture. These constitute a model for collevs'
strategies to serve underprepared students more OM:tiVek. 1 lowever, strategies to change the evected outcomes or to lower the requirenwnts to achieve desired
Otitttlirit's art' not viable options tor community colkges .
h'gret' achievenwnt and transter remain the outcomes

dealing with preparat km issues, though short-term

strategies remain nee-essary to address immediate problems while awaiting longer term cu.I ture Change'.
Deficiency amt Achievement Models. Xlost institu-

tions apply fhe deficiency model aimed at bringing
everyone to some minimum level of academic preparation. I lowever, a number of innovative programs -have
piloted an achievement model that focuses on helping
Some students achieve e\celkmce. Inner-city schools
have developed magnet school programs with striking
results, and at least one medical school has developed a

upon which the public policy to establish community
colleges as opportunity institutions is founded.
Removing Barriers.. Public policy to increase diversity and participation in higher education does not provide' community colleges the option to screen out underprepa red students. In tact, their record on removing barriers through recruitment, financial aid, flexible scheduling, and other pnigrams is quite good. Institutions can

program that admits promising college juniors and

assists them to prepare for the rigorous training while
still undergraduates. Both programs remove barriers.

tine tune these strategies to attract better prepared
students a% well: however, additional emphasis on
removing barriers has at least as much potential for

help students ad lust to high eypectations, and change t he

learning environment they eperience.
Unfortunately, community college's are not tree to

increasing the preparation 1.1roblem as tor moderating it.

choose between the def iciency a nd achievenwnt models.

Changing Students. \ lore promising are strategies
that itttitts on preparation that reduces the mismatch

Given scarce resources and continuing pressures trom
students seeking access, thev must continue to implement the deficiency model as best they can. Concur-

between institutie ma I &A pectatitns and student ca ahili-

ties Community colkges can rnotivate high St hoot
students to ,.tay in school and to take more rigorous
coursework through outreach programs. They can
strengthen preparation and assist tr,msition through

rently, some' mar choose to dedicate more of their
resource's to programs where' caretullv selected and
highly inotivated nontraditiemal learners LA perience the

summer programs. They can emphasize nwntoring and

opportunity to achieve e \cellence

addition to providing extra help for students with nontraditional academic preparation.
Such strategk's can be found in abundance in most
community colleges. Selme improvement in outcomes
mar result from tort her refinenwnt, better cot wdination,
and making programs and services more widely available. It seems highly unlikely, ht nvever, that community
colleges can solve the undvrpreparation problem by
relying eclusively on these interventions. Rather, they

The preparation issue is arguably the most important challengecommunity colleges currently confront. it

tutoring to ottset limited opportunity orientations in

cannot be neutralized by redefining outcomes, nen-

avoided by tAcluding high risk students. Changing the
learning environment, especially student interactions
with fac:ultv members, by employing an achievement
model that buikis upon students strengths rather than
foCtist'S on their weaknesses is the only alternative'
promising longTterm improvement.
The task of implementing achievement models in

will have to modify their learning environments to
broaden the range ot diversity they effectively serve.
Changing Organizatitmal Culture. Colkge leaders

institutions historically committed to access is, abovea I I,

plans, toe using on the assessment e'i selected outcomes,

practices. There are emerging models of the way the
process works. Efforts to manage culture will be aided
by the opportunity to employ new staff as those representative of founding values and Mk+, retire in large'
numbers over the ne\t decade.

a task of managing culture. It is the only approach
through which the faculty who control the nature of the
learning environment and its impact on students con be
influenced to alter their prevailing deficiency views and

can manage organizational culture to provide a more
supportive learning environment tor underprepared
students bv developing and implementing strategic

sekcting new staff that embody desired values and

behaviors, and providing incenti es to eyisting staff to
encourage them to support needed changes.
Kee strategies include student assessment to create
more manageable learning conditions in the classroom.
Developmental education progra ms can K. used both to

provide direct support to students and to pressure

for Innovation in the Comutunitu College and preserned ii
art of a colloquium on if ?Iderrer'ared lidog- held at Central
Piethmnit Community Collee. Cluulotte. North Card,litur,
March 23-24. The paper will beinibli..1wil in its ent
Lnigue in the tall.

Arguably, community colleges have paid more
attention to all ot these strategies than their four-year
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faculty by dememstrating that underprepared students
can achieve academically under the right conditions.
The use of technology to alter classroom dynamics has
still untapped potential. Promoting cu rricu larand pedagogical change can also be used as a powerful strategy
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IE TECH PREP PROGRAM: A NEW COURSE OF STUDY

Joe Grimsley
The Tech Prep Program

The I 9SOS began with great concern about the

decline of the nation's educational system. The

Tech Prep (technical preparation) is a course of
Ind v offered jointly by a high school and commu-

evidence included declining test scores, increa:''

high school dropout rates, demoralized kachius
staffsmd decaying facilities. Educational reforms
were implemented, and some important improvements were achieved. However, by the end of the
same decade, the inability of the nation and its
work force to compete effedively in the emerging
global economy replaced declining educational
standards as the great national lament. Of course,
these concerns are more than casually related.
Estimates place the percentage of new jobs

nity college that is designed to meet the need for
high school graduates to develop higher-level technical skills. It is a replica of a college prep course of
study in many respects but designed as a carefully
-;equenced "four plus two" program leading to an
Associate of Applied Science degree from a twoyear college. The ogram is based upon a strong

academic core and upgraded vocational courses,
many of which integrate mathematics, principles
of science, and computer applications.

requiring some postsecondary education as high as
SO percent. Labor shortages are growing imminent
in the I 990s, and the gap between the increasing

At Richmond County Schools, tech prep
programs are offered in three principal areas:

business, engineering (industrial, mechanical, and
electrical), and health and human services. In care-

skill levds required in the work force and the
decreasing skills of new entrants into the work

ful consultation with their parents and guidance

force is widening. At the same time, only about one

quarter of all high school students enroll in a college preparatory course of study. The "neglected
majority"so named by Parnell in his 1985 book

counselors, students sign up for tech prep

ot the same titleunfocused, unguided, and

core courses that include algebra I and II, geometry,

programs as eighth graders. They then pursue one

of the curriculum areas, each of which requires

precollege English, biology, physical science,
government and economics, and United States

uninspired by traditional secondary vocational
programs, lose interest in school and take the least
demanding courses that meet high school graduation requirements; many simply drop out.
Parnell recommended a program of orticulated

history. Other courses sire included in each

student's schedule depending upon state graduation requirements and individual career goals.
It is important not to dismiss tech prep programs as vocational tracking designed to protect

technical preparation as a partial solution to the
dual problems of increasing high school dropout
rates and declining global competitiveness, North
Carolina has led in the broad-based implementa-

the academic core of high school and college curricula. In fact, one of the principal purposes of a tech
prep program is to strengthen the academic prepa-

tion of this recommendation, and Richmond

ration of those neglected majority of high school
students who woe 4 otherwise not plan to pursue
any postsecondary education. Not only are higher
level mathematics and science courses required bY
tee prep programs, but courses in English and the

Community College, which began developing its
successful "tech prep" program in 1986, now has

onsiderable experience with the program and
data to demonstrate its effectiveness in lowering

high school dropout rates, strengthening the
academic core of participating high schools, and
increasing student performance and success, as

sod I sciences are also mandated both for high
school graduation and associate degree achieve-

well as modeling parthership efforts to serve

ment. Finally, advanced technical courses, such as

students akrt Ns levels of the educational system.

principles of technology, computerited drafting,
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electronics, industrial technology, accounting, and
entrepreneurship are included in the program.

Implementing the Program
The tech prep program at Richmond Community College is an outgrmth of years of cooperative

planning efforts with the Richmond County
Schools that began in 1984. The formal proposal to
develop the cooperative program was a pproved by
both boards in December of 1986 and implemented
in September of 1987.
Registration for the tech prep programs begins

in January of each year with the distribution of
program brochures to eighth graders through their
guidaiwe counselors and to their parents bv
inIS means, including distribution by local employer: in their employee's paychecks. Radio and
newspaper advertisements encourage parents to
sit down with their children and to consider tech
prep as an option for a high school course of study.
In order to offer better career guidance, a com-

puteriled guidance center was created to help
students focus on choices. Each student receives a

hard copy of planning results to take home for
parental review, and parents must cosign the'
registration selection. Registration materials are
then completed and returned in the early spring.

The key to the program is that students are
given concrete and obtainable goals upon entry
into high school. However, they are not locked into
narrow vocational programs because the' courses

that they are takinr, are actually at a higher level
than they might otherwise be enrolled in, and the

majority are also colkge preparatory course's.
Students may enter the tech prep program after
eighth grade, but they must meet the prerequisites
for the courses offered in subsequent grades.
As a result of the carefully articulated program,
Richmond Community College' provide's no technical instruction at the secondary level. The program insures that students entering the college' are

prepared for postsecondary technical curricula.
While in high school, students are provided with

detailed requirements of the full range ot the'

in achieving two key goals: to improve the academic preparation of high school students and to
reduce the dropout rate.
Since the implementation of the program in
1987, the average SAT scores in the county have
increased 47 points. The number of students
declaring intentions to attend either two- or fourYear colleges or universities has increased front 48
percent to 76 percent. The high school dropout rate
has decreased from 7.2 percent to 4.8 percent.
Even more interesting is the result of a decision

by the Tech Prep Steering Committee to offer
algebra to students previously not challenged by
the subject. The results demonst rated that a greater
number of students could, in fact, handle= higherlevel math. In 1986, before implementation of the

program, 352 students, or 47.1 percent of the
freshman class, took algebra I and scored in the
5311 percentile on the state end-of-course test, In
1989, 306 students, or 75.7 percent of all freshmen,

took algebra I and scored in the 38.7 percentile
statewide, and the failure rate did not increase'.

While there' are no numerical indicators to
gauge whether the tech prep program is succeeding in reaching its goal of improving the' prepara-

tion and competitiveness of the county's work
force, the program has been adopted by counties
throlq.;nout North Carolina and exported to other
state's. In 1988, the program was identified by the
North Carolina Rural Economic Development
Center as having potential to influence the state's

economic development, and funding was provided to employ an executive director for the Tech
Prep Leadership Center of the Richmond County
Schools and Richmond Celmmunity Colkge.

Tech prep programs demonstrate tin, power
that partnerships among educational institutions
have for assisting in the solution of key social and
e,:onomic pr,,bk'ms. Issue, of education:q excelk'nce and economic competitiveness are two sides
of the' sante coin, and both are well-served by
programs that are designed to meet student needs

wherever they exist in an educational system
integrated front kindergarten through college.

col kw' s ca reer progra ms.
be Grimsley is president, Richmond Connmonty

Demonstrated Success

College, I. hunlet, North Carolina. For more information
about tlw college's tech prep programs, cinnact Myrtle

In three full years of operation, enrollment in

the Richmond County tech prep program has
grown to 30 percent of all high school students.
More importantly, a number of key indicators
demonstrates the progress the program has made
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5togner. exrcutive director, Tech Prep Leadership
Center, Richmond Connnunity College, P. 0. Box 7789,
!Made! North Carolina 28345, (919) 582-7187.
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INSURING EXCELLENCE IN COMMUNITY COLLEGE TEACHING

John E. Roueche
Community college leaders are collectively committed to insuring that excellence in teaching remains the
hallmark of their institutions. More than one report has
held out the g.oal that community colleges become and
be recognized as the pi emier teaching institutions in all
of higher education. Yet, the drcumstances facing these
colleges could not make this goal more challenging.
Half or more of all college and university faculty will

retire or otherwise leave the profession in the next

decade. At the same time, colleges of education have
essentially stopped producing college teachers who
have been prepared, sodalized, and enculturated to be
college instructors. To further compound the problem,
college students in the next decade are going to be more
heterogeneous and less well-prepared than at any time
in the history of the na tion, and this diversity will require

exceptionally talented teachers. Nowhere is the gap
between the preparation of recent master's degree
recipients and the characteristics required ot beginning
instructors greater than in community colleges.
liow well community colleges respond to these key
challenges will oetermine their success in reaching the
goal of teaching excellence. Academic leaders have the
major responsibility for staffing their colleges with quality faculty possessing the skills, characteristics, and cornniitment that will be necessary to meet the needs of community college students in the next decade and beyond.
Their responsibility consists of four important jobs.

in faculty and leadership positionsboth to insure their
ranks are proportionate to their student populations and
because cultural diversity enhances the teaching and
learning environment. Even more fundamentally,
community colleges want exceptional teachers, individuals who are Ixith masters of their disciplines and
masters at motivating and inspiring students. Studies
have identified the characteristics of such teachers, and
these describe individuals who like students, take an
interest in s: 'dents, and are a vailable to them in and out
of the classroom.
Recruit Proactively, Finding this different breed of

faculty requires proactive and targeted recruiting. lt
requires going beyond traditional credentials, certificates, and letters of reference to find people who know
how to stand up on day one in a classroom and reach
studen ts effectively. It requires savvy and sophistication
to find the best teachers available.

The pool of applicants should never be limited to
those candidates who write and announce their intentions to apply for faculty jobs that have been advertised
as available. Academic leaders who are serious about
improving faculty quality should get on the telephone,
call the colleges and universities with strong programs in
the disciplines in which there are vacancies, and ask the

department chairs to identify the best young recent
graduates who are outstanding teachers. Community
colleges who expect to replace retiring faculty with
qtiality prospects need to actively seek recommendations and solicit applications from the best candidates

Hire Quality Faculty
Job one is hiring welt. It is hiring talented and committed professionals who truly want to make a difference in the lives of their students. I firing well means
hiring individuals who understand and are committed
to the missions of community colkges and whose values
are congruent with those of these institutions. Because
community colkges tend to award tenure to most of the
faculty they hire, w ho they hire has everything to do with
the quality of the faculty. Colleges simply cannot afford
to make too many hiring mistakes.
Identify What is Wanted. Perhaps the most important aspect of hiring well is the first step: carefully

determining the characteristics and values desired in
new community college faculty. Efforts to find and
recruit the best possible faculty can only be successful if

community colleges know what they are looking for

only then are they likely to kiok in the right places.
Community colleges, as much or more than other
institutions of higher education, have a special responsibility to increase substantially the number of minorities
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known to them. It is critical to insure that applicant pools

contain individuals with the characteristics of quality
teachers before an serious se arch can proceed.
Implement Effective Screening. Once a pool contains

a sufficient num ,r of candidates, a search committee
proceeds to review credentials, professional experience,

and letters of reference. However, it is important to
implement review processes that go beyond paper
screening to discover the best teachers in the pool.

The first caution is to understand that letters of

reference are not reliable indicators of quality. They are
written almost exclusively by those who have agreed to
write positive evaluations. Rather, a serious screening
process should include telephone calls to their references

to probe for more candid assessments of candidates'
strengths and weaknesses, and then follow-up calls to
others who know the candidate but who were not listed
as references.
Another strategy is to conduct telephone interviews

with all serious candidates for the position. The key
to the efficacy of such interviews is to ask the right
rt! l!tv
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conduct the first hour of a course, what kind of work they

programs include seminars, workshops, presentations,
and other activities that serve to reinforce the central
message of the institution: teaching is important here
and the college is willing, to allocate time and resources
to improve the quality of classroom instruction.

performance, and what teaching practices they have

Evaluate and Reward Good Teaching

questions. In the case of hiring teachers, the important
questions should concern how the candidates would
perform in classroom situations. Much can be learned by
asking applicants for teaching positions how they would

require of their students, how they assess student
found to be particularly effective.

Then, after selecting the finalists using telephone
reference checks and Mephone interviews to supple-

Job three for academic leaders is to evaluate faculty
as part of an ongoing attempt at quality improvement.
There are many ways to evaluate -faculty, hut the focus

brought on campus for interviews, and colleges should
pay their way. While colleges have often taken the view
that candidates should indicate the seriousness of their
aiTlications for positions by being willing to invest in

must be on classroom performance because the principal
job of community college faculty is to teach.

foolish strategy. The 1490s will become an increasingly
competitive sellers' market, and colleges serious about

community colleges are developing, ways to assess
student outcomes, and these may also be helpful in

may N., excluded because they cannot afford to pay their

by The University of Texas at Austin for the past ten
years has worked exceedingly well. It drives rational
behavior, and there is extraordinary consensus, year
after year, about meritorious performance.
job four is to recognize and reward good teaching.
Again, there are numerous ways to fashion extrinsic
reward programs. The best faculty are motivated

ment paper screening, tlwse candidates should be

trips tor interviews, this is a penny-wise and pound-

hiring the best possible faculty simply need to invest
in the processes that will result in multi-million dollar
hiring decisions. Further, some very good candidates

own waya risk that smart colleges should not take.

Finally, once candidates are on campus, they should
be asked to teach a three-henir class as a demonstration of
their abilities as classroom teachers. I lalf or more of all
community college classes are three hours long, and only
the best teachers can hold students' attention and stimulate learning over this length ot time. It seems the best

Comprehensive evaluation programs involve

student reviews, supervisor evaluations that include
classroom observations, and peer review. Increasingly,

evaluating teacher effectiveness. While nearly all faculty
evaluation systems and methodoltTies have theircritics,
my assessment is that the peer review system operated

primarily by the intrinsic rewards associated with

and fairest of all hiring criteria to ask candidates to

reaching their students and positively affecting their

compete on the basis of their performance of the job that
they are being hired to do.

development and their lives, yet the same faculty appreciate and are reinforced for their efforts by the positive

Orient and Develop Faculty

regard of their peers and supervisors. "Rewards can
range from tangible merit pay systems to recognition
programs that identify "teachers of the' Year." Master

Job two for academk- leaders in community c,,Ileges
is to provide new faculty with the' training and preparation they iwed to be the hest possible teachers. Orienta-

teacher prrams go beyond simple recognition to

tion programs for new faculty should be serious

increase teaching effectiveness throughout the institution by engaging these teachers in activities to assist less
experienced ones develop their skills.

attempts to introduce them to college procedures, available support services and resources, characteristics of
the student body, explicit and implicit expectations, and
subtleties of the climate and culture of the organization.
Programs can be modeled after the weeklong orientation
for all new faculty members in the Province of Ontario,
which includes instruction by master teachers in subjects
ranging from lcgA rcquircmcnts of collcge faculty to
classroom evaluation and teaching techniques.
In addition to initial orientation programs, colleges

The point of evaluation, recognition, and reward
programs is to send the message that "good teaching is
rewarded here." It is the core message of community
colleges, the theme that most exemplifies the goals and
aspirations that they have for themselves.
timc or money hiring quality iacultv. Ot,cs. hi, ed, it is not
possible to spend too much orienting them and continumg to develop theii skills as effective teachers. Finally,

Niunild

invest in ongoing professional development

activities for new faculty, including specially designed
graduate courses on the history and mission of community colleges and the latest developments in effective
pedagogy for multicultural learning environments such
as those required of all probationary faculty at MiamiDade Community College. Faculty mentm programs
are another vehicle to assist new faculty to succeed in
meeting the initial challenges of their ptisitions, as well

In summary, it is not possible to spend too much

it is critical to evaluate faculty with care and then to
recognize and reward them tor their performance and
accomplishments in theclassroom. Community colleges
are about good teaching. Teaching quality is too critical
to their success to do less.
lohn E. koueche is Sid V. Richardson Chair and program
director, Community College Leadership Program, The Uni-

versity of Texas at Austin. This essay is abstracted from a

as to rejuvenate veteran facu IN, as both visit each others'

speech made toll Con feretICV on the role of the department chair

classrooms, compare mites on evaluation and teaching
strategies, and plan curricula.
All good community college's have ccimprehensive
professional development programs that concentrate on

sponsored by Kansas State Universitif, February 8.1990. lk
is also codirectorof the W. K. Kellogg Leadership Proied which

yonsors the publication of Leadership Abstracts.

assisting teachers to do their iobs effectively. SW,
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RESPONDING TO INTERNATIONAL NEEDS: A MODEL THAT IS WORKING

Jean Conway, Patsy Fulton, and Mike Khirallah
Many conununity colleges, as well as four-year

colleges and universities, have long traditions ot
involvement in international education. I lowever, both
the nation's rapidly changing demographic face and the

emergence of a global econonw have placed a new
urgency on providing international programs that
respond to a range of student needs.
International programs are called upon to address
the needs of the increasing number of foreign nationals
studying in the United States, while at the Same' time,
serving the different needs ot recent immigrants who

depend upon public community colleges for the
language and ioh skills required for successful integration into American life. Such programs can also be the
focus of college efforts to internationalize the curriculum
and to assist their students to develop skills and perspectives that will allow them to participate competitively
in the emerging world economic order.
Recognizing these needs, Brookhaven College, part

of the Dallas County Community College District,
embarked upon a five-year planning process that
resulted in the establishment of its International Center
in June of 1989. The college's experience can provide

a model for other community colleges in developing
programs to meet the diverse needs included under the
international education umbrella.
The Model in Opel stion

Brookhaven's International (enter has three major
components: instructional, student services, and
community otareach programs.

Instructional Programs. The objectives of the

instructional programs include: I ) coordinating campus

programs for teaching English to speakers of other
languages; 2) providing cross-cultural training for
students, faculty, and staff and assisting in college efforts

to internationalize the curriculum; and 3) serving as a
resource for study-abroad programs.
The English language instructional program began
in 1984 with a six-level, continuing education program
and a four-level, preacademic, credit program providing
instruction in three major skill areas: listening and

speaking, reading, and writing and grammar. Both

I 'tsl*:! he.tf
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programs have grown dramatically. Currently, the
credit program is staffed by three full-time instructors
and 25 part-time instructors, and the continuing education program employs 18 part-time instructors.
In 1986, the Immigration Reform and Control Act
mandated an educational requirement for persons seeking legal residency status, and this spurred the expan-

sion of the instructional program. To help undocumented workers in Dalla s County fulfill requirements in

English, U. S. history, and government, Brtvkhaven
applied for and received Federal monies to begin an
amnesty program to prt w id free courses for qualified
persons. More than :IMO students have been served in
the program since its inception in fall 1988. One of the
benefits of the program is that it has served as a bridge to

other college programs. Approximately 45 percent of
the program's completers have made the transition--;

25 percent to credit programs and an additional 26
percent to the continuing education English program.
Another component is the Intensive ESL program,
providing instruction in speaking. listening, reading,

writing, and grammar to foreign students holding
student visas. Those in the advanced level of this program also contribute to instruction in other disciplines
by participating in panel discussions and other activities
to share their cultural perspectives. The participation of
foreign students not only assists the development of
their own English-language skills, but also contributes to
efforts to internationalize the college curriculum and to
develop global perspectives in native-born students.

Another major goal of the center is to raise the
awareness of the college' community about global
concerns. The center sponsors multicultural workshops
that focus on acknowledging and valuing the diversity

of students and the unique contributions of various
cultures, and these workshops have been instrumental
in the development of international components in the
college curriculum. For example, program faculty are
designing a multicultural component for all courses in
child development . Library resources have been added
to supplement these new components. Also, selected
technical manuals have been targeted for modification to
make them accessible to students with limited English
proficiency. Faculty and staff are encouraged to attend
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national and international conferences to develop expertise in working with diverse populations.
Finally, the center has served as a resource! for st ud en t s , faculty, and staff seeking opportunities to study or
teach abroad. Pnigrams have been devehiped in which
students can study in Cermany and England. This fall
an intensive, Spanish program, transferable to four-Year
institutions, will be offered in Cuernavaca, Mexico.
Student Services. A second, major objective' of the

strategies and processes. In order to get grass-roots
support for the effort, a tas'. force was appointed to
develop a comprehensive set of recommendations. Two
highly respected individuals were chosen to cochair
the task force, and membership was broad-based and

center is to assess and advise international students.

the, resource's necessary to implement them. Both

represented all categories of emplovees, including
facultvidministrators, and professional support staff.
Even more critically, college leadership responded
to the, recommendations of the task force by providing

Initial intake processes include assessment of language
proficiency and other academic skills, using tools such as
Michigan Test ot English Language Proficiency, Test of
English Proficiency levels, Spanish literacy Test, and
Oral Interview, Advisors use the results of these' assessments to help students establish goals.
The' provision of key student services has been identified as critical to student success, especially for at-risk
students, many ot whom are immigrants or other nonnative speakers of English. Testing procedures often
require, bilingual instructions, but even otner services,
such as admissions and financial aid counseling, also
require special accommodations. In fact, the, demand for
cross-cultural career counseling has forced a reevalu-

budgets and space were! reallocated with some

ation of both traditional counseling techniques and

difficulty, but the clear commitment of the college
community to the Leeds of the international student
rem ..ined in focus throughout the process.

The' reward for the collective' effort has been a
program that has already demonstrated a record of
accomplishment. Over 5,000 students have been served
since the International Center officially opened one year
ago. Since I484, when several of its programs were first
initiated, students from over 40 countries have partici-

pated, and enrollments in English language courses
have grown geometrically. The center is a source of
pride for Brookhaven's international students, faculty,
and staff, and it is identified by the, external community

psychonwtric testing. Modified support services, such

aS a showplace for international guests to visit, as a
source tor interpreters, and as a provider of intensive

as speciali/ed tutoring, tracking and retention, and

English course's for area universities.

sodal adjustment activities, have, also been introduced.
Community Outreach. A third objecti ye' of the International Center is to reach out to initiate partnerships
with the, international business community by providing
services, such as seminars, translation service's, language
classes, and access to resource's. The' center sponsors

To plan for the future' of the International Center, an
advisory committee, composed of faculty and staff from
all college divisions has been appointed and charges-1
with advising center staff on new programs and needs.
Proysised programs include a comprehensive, English-

breakfast meetings to introduce these services to the
business community. It also responds to organi/ations
or businesses requesting an interpreter or translator;
on-si

customi/ed ESI. classes; speakers; or referrals to
international resources in the community.
In addition, the center sponsors spedal lecture series
and cultural activities for the community. For exampk,,
th- center cospomored a world religions series in which
invited scholars k,ctured on five major world religions.

The, culmination of the series was a festival in the
Internatk ma I courtvarda celebration ot the cultural,
religious, and international diversity at the college.

in-the-workplace initiative that would provide both
work-related, ESL instruction and content-

On-site,

rela ted instruction for vocational programs; a mentoring
program for international students; a community referral plan; international units of study added to discipline

areas; and linkages with various countries to provide
greater exchange opportunities for student s a nd faculty.
The, challenge and opportunity is to continue to mevt
the. need for international programming that is certain to
emerge. The Brookhaven College International Center

provides a stable, institutional context from which to
respond to the surprise's the' future' surely holds in the
international arena.

Successful Program Implementation
The, experience of Brookhaven College in establishing the International Center as a major initiative of the

institution illustrates the, high level of commitment
required for a successful program. From the moment the
center was proposed, it was clear that such an undertaking would change the college and require a redirection
of organi7ational energies and resources, a negotiation

Patsy rultim has been president of BrookInwen College in
Dallas, Texas, ince 1984, and she was recently elected to the
/1.4CIC Board of Directors. Mike Khiralah is director of the

International Center and lean Conway is an ESL instructor;
both were instrumental in setting up the ESL Program and the
International center.
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THE PRESIDENT'S ROLE IN STUDENT TRACKING

Jim Palmer
7)ema nds tor information on student outcomes have

spurred the development of student tracking systems
computerized data bases that provide longitudinal data

college's developmental studies program might be
defined as follows:
The percent of students who, within two years ofcomplet-

on students' progress through colkge and on their

big the college's sequence in remedial reading and

subsequent success. However, most of the literature on

writing, successfully complete the college's .freshmanlevel composition course zeith a grade of "C" or beth.r.

student tracking addresses the technical issues of
concern to data processing personnel, institutional

Another indicator might take the form of a transfer

researchers, and others who build these data bases.
Vet, this emphasis masks the important role to be
played by policy makers, particularly by community
college presidents. A technically sound system using
state-of-the-art computers will have little value if it does
not address key policy issues, or if no provision is made
for using the data it generates to inform discussions of
institutional effectiveness. College presidents have an
important role to play in articulating the purposes of a
student tracking system, insuring that necessary data
routinely collected, and determining how data generated by the system are reported and used.

Determining What the College Wants to Know
The contents of a tracking system (that is, the data to

be included for each student) generally fall into three
categories: I ) measures of the attributes students bring
with them to the college, such as ethnicity, educational
goals, or academic ability; 2) term-by-term measures of
academic performance, such as grade point averages
earned each semester or cred its earned as a proportion of
total credits attempted; and 3) measures of success after

students leave college, such as performance at transfer

institutions or in the workplace. Such data make
possible longitudinal analyses of nearly endless combi-

nations of student outcomes and attributes. The task
faced bv college leaders is to determine what it is the
college wants to know about students and, hence, what
data should be included in the tracking system.
Determining Appropriate Indicators. A central part
of this leadership task is to specify indicators of student
progress and outcomes that the college will use to assess
its role in helping students advance through the educatkmal pipeline, or otherwise to meet their educational
goals. These indicators should be tied to the college's
mission and should have clear operational definitions.

For example, an indicator of student success in the

rate, using a definition such as that proposed by the
Center for the Study of Community Colleges:
The percent of first-tiine students (those with no prior
college experience) who, within five years of enrolling in

a community college, complete at least twelve credits
there, and subsequently enroll in at least one course at a
tour-year college or university.
These indicators determine the content of a tracking

system's data base. Those cited above, for example,
require data on the courses students take each term, the
grades and credits earned in those courses, the previous

educational experiences of entering students, and
records of transfers enrolled at four-year institutions.
Insuring Data Collection. Any number of indicators
can be defined, so long as the college can sustain the
requisite data collection and processing effort. If the

college wants to analyze course completion rates by
ethnicity, gender, handicapped status, or receipt of
financial aid, appropriate data elements will have to be
included in each student record. If it is desirable to
compare the graduation rates of students majoring in
different program areas, then each student record needs

to include a field for program major. The more the
college wants to know about its students, the larger the
student tracking data base. The college president can
help balance the desire for multiple measures of student
outcomes with the practical need to limit the data base
and data collection procedures to manageable levels.

Tracking Students After They Leave The College
Much of the data needed to build a tracking system

is available through routine student records. Most
colleges Imve at least some data on attributes, such as
student demographics, scores on tests of basic skills, or
student educational objectives. In addition, measures of
term-by-term academic progress are readily available in
the form of course grades. Tracking systems may fall
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short, however, in following the academic and career
experiences of students once they have left the college.
'Unless mOre is done to gather information on transfer
rates, job placement rates, and other indicators of the

objectives, may explain important differences.
Stress that indicators are not absolute measures and

are, therefore, not the final word on student
outcomes. For example, declining transfer rates may
or may not indicate a problem in the effectiveness of

success of former students, tracking systems will do little
more than gauge persistence and attendance patterns at
the community college itself.
College leaders, then, can make a significant contri-

college's ability to prepare students for upperdivision study. Further research will be needed to
investigate the causes of the trend.
Avoid complex inferential statistics, such as factor
analysis or regression. Simple frequency tables or
cross-tabulations will suffice to describe student
outcomes. If more complex analyses are warranted,
these can be reported in separate studies.

bution to the tracking process by marshalling the
resources and the will needed to gather information on
former students. In some cases, this task is made easier

by state mandates requiring four-year institutions to
provide feeder community colleges with information on
the academic progress and degree achievement of their
former students. However, in the absence of state assistance, community colleges need to take the initiative to

Issue the reports regularly and broadly to the college
community and encourage comments on the trends
revealed in the data.
Using Results. The dissemination of simple, welldefined reports can increase awareness of the importance of student outcome assessment and focus necessary attention on the principal purpose of community
colleges: to help students learn and reach their educational objectives. Perhaps the single most important role
for presidents, then, is to insure that the results indicated

insure that their neighboring four-year institutions
provide comprehensive and timely data on transfer
students. In many cases, presidents must lead the development of cooperative relationships with their four-year
counterparts upon which follow-up studies depend.

Presidents can also be instrumental in obtaining
follow-up information on former students who have

by student tracking become integral to all the major
decision-making processes of the institution, particularly the planning, budgeting, and hiring processes.

entered the work force by using their contacts with local
business and industry. They can add their names and the

influence of their positions to surveys of former
students, as well as their support for adequate resources
to conduct effective follow-up surveys. Presidents can

Only when the results of student outcomes assessment
inform college operations and plans for improvement
will student tracking systems have accomplished the
purposes for which institutions invest in them.

do much to insure that tracking systems include key
information beyond the completion of courses at the
community college itself.

The current ou tcomes assessment movement places
great expectations on the ability of colleges to generate

Using the Data Appropriately and Effectively

longitudinal data on student flow and achievement.

Data collection itself rarely leads to interesting

Computers and the technical skills of data managers will
play an important role in meeting these expectations.
But outcomes assessment is a form of inquiry, not
just a data collection task. Its success depends to a large
degree on how clearly the goals of that inquiry are stated
and how the results of the inquiry are used. As colleges

insights or useful information to assist the assessment
and improvement of college efforts. Effective processes

for interpreting and reporting the data are required in
order for student tracking systems to make a difference.
Reporting Guidelines. College leaders have an
important rok. to play in providing clear expeLiaiions for
the nature and use of reports of student outcome data.
The following guidelines can be applied to the generation of reports that detail indicators of student flow and
achievement in simple, nonpunitive formats:
Keep each report brief (no more than two pages) and

develop student tracking systems in response to
demands for outcomes information, presidents have the
responsibility to insure that investment in data collection

yields results and provides needed insights into how
students use community colleges and how the college
experience affects career and academic development.

focused on one indicator or one group of related
indicators.
Provide operational definitions for all indicators.
Avoid rank-order comparisons that might be mis-

Pm Palmer is the associate director of tlu, Center for
Community College Education at George Mason University,
Fairfax, Virginia. He previously served as vice president for
communications at the American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges and assistant director for user services at
the ERIC Clearinghouse ftlr Junior Colleges at the University
of California, Los Angeles.

interpreted as quality judgments. For example, if
transfer rates are reported by program of study, care

should be taken to explain that programs with
higher rates are not necessarily better at preparing
students for transfer than those with lower rates.

Several factors, including students' educational
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NOT LEAVING TECIINOLOGY DECISIONS TO THE "TECHIES" AND 'GURUS"

Carol Cross
A principal reason instructional technology has not
achieved its potential to transform teaching and learning

in community colkges is that so many educational
leaders have kept their "hands-off technolow-rdated
decisions. Many presidents and chief academic officers

enthusiastically endorse the idea of using computer
technology to improve teaching and learning, and they
often point with pride to exemplary computer applications in their colleges. However, most real decisionmaking on technology-related, educational issues has
been delegated to the director of computing, the dean
"who has a VC at home," or to the faculty member "who
has created some computer-based instruction."
BY relegating discussions about technoli,gy to those
who happen to be "gurus" those interested and excited

enough about technology to adopt it on their own
educational leaders are treating it as an issue apart,
rather than as the means for other educational ends. For

technolev to be applied appropriately to communitY
college education a broad-based, well-informed, and
comprehensive alteratitm of instructional methodologies that incorporates technological changes is necessary --one designed bY the entire academic leadership,
not just the "techies.Accepting the Truths about Technology
To move torward on this issue. presiden ts and other

academic leaders must abandon some widely-held
myth. abt,Lit technology. The technith,gy gurus and
tech les kot)w the tolh)IN mg two truths:

There is no such thing as an expert. While there
4.-ertainlv are individuals who are more familiar and
comfortable than others with computers, interactive
videodiscs, k.kLonterencingmd other technologies,
tew consider themselves really well-versed in all of
them. Also, given the rapid rate of change, it is
anybody's guess about what kinds of technology will be
available for use in the next decade. Estimates are that
fully 85 percent of the technology that will be in widespread use in the year 2000 has not even been invented
yet. John Akers, John Sculky, Steven Jobs, Tom Peters,
and John Nesbitt put together cannot assure either community college leaders or the nation at large what technology will kmk like in the next century. Leaders have
little choice hut to give up certainty and get into the fray.
The big issues surrounding technology are not technical questions, they are policy debates. The technolo-

fh

c,ttt.tte tot Inn,

gies of major computer vendors are moving towards
converg.-nce, and more devices can "talk to" more other
devices all the time. It is becoming easier and easier to
take the same d igitized information and process it, use it,
and send it via whichever technology is appropriate and
available. Technology is becoming increasingly trans-

parent to users. They no longer have to learn code to
input commands; they now can push a button, touch a
screen, or point and click with a mouse to operate things.
The techies are doing a great lob of simplifying tech-

nology operations for neophytes. Howevei., policy makers are not doing such a good ;oh putting into
place the new structures, procedures, and financial
arrangements necessary to take advantage of the power
of technology. Unfortunately, despite incontrovertible
evidence that the information age is fundamentally
changing the nature of education, too many community
college kaders continue to operate the great majority of
the college as "business as usual."

Issues Academic Leaders Need to Address

The following key educational issues are tied to
technelogical development but are really policy issues,
not technical questions. These are among the key issues
that educational leaders need to address to ensure that
their institutions take advantage of the technological
resources and assistance available to them.
1. How Do Community Colleges Prepare to Serve

the Nintendo Generation? Humorous stories about
adults being trounced by nieces and grandchildren
when playing Nintendo-like computer games are no
longer laughing matters. Statistics show that elementary
and preschool children are significantly different from
ha hy-biximers and previous generations, demonstrating quicker response rates, better hand-eye coordina-

tion, and faster decision-making skillspresumably
due to the hours many children have logged playing
computer games that foster those characteristics.
While there is a downside to children's fascination

with such media, the prevalence of technology has,
nonetheless, helped to develop positive characteristics
in the children who have access to its products. TVs,
VCRs, computer games, and the like seen to be fostering
children who are unintimidated by technology, even
unfamiliar equipment; able to quickly synthesize fastpaced, multimedia informa tion; capable of deciding and
responding almost instantaneously. developing& larger
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masses. It has the capability of assessing the level of a

world view. However, these same devices mar also he
contributing to a generation that has lower interest and

student's incoming knowledge, strengths and weaknesses in skills, and a preferred style of learning, and
then prescribing, tracking, and delivering a complete
learning plan for each student. While this might be an
optimal approach for a learner, it presents nightmares
for administrators. If everyone is learning something

capabilities in reading; has a shorter attention span;
expects immediate gratification; and is bored if not
stimulated both visually and orally
While the fields of child development and cognitive
psychology are struggling to synthesize what is known

different, how can they be tested and graded? I low can
instructors be convinced to accept the changes in relationships among them, their students, and the curricukim that such arrangements imply? If students master

in this area, it seems clear that the skills, capabilities, and

interests of learners already in the educational pipeline
are different from both those educa tiona I institut kms are
accustomed to serving, as well as different from those of

the material in shorter amounts of time, nnist they

educators tnemselves. What are community colleges

continue attending class for the semester? Can legislators be persuaded to change funding formulae currently
based upon standard FrEs and student contact hours?
These, and other similar euestions, are among the
most essential issues academ:c leaders should be debating at this time. They are no juestions that should be left
only to those who have shown a predilection on their
own for using technology but should involve the entire
academic community Yet presidents and other academic leaders will not be able to hold their own in such
discussions unless they have a deeper comprehension of
what technology is doing in the classroom and in the
workplace. It appears to be time for community college
leaders to reinvolve themsdves in technology concerns
that they have previously dekga ted to others.

going to do about this?
2. What Do We Teach in the Information Age? The
debate on this topic has often been framed by current

realities rather than future needs. One reading of the
future is that technological developments erode the
importance of facts and boost the requirements for asso-

ciative, synthesizing, problem-solving, retrieval, and
interpersonal skills. This is due to two different technological trenek: 1) Technology is supporting unprecedented levels cif information expansion. Current estimates are that the total sum of information in the entire
world is doubling every eighteen months, and technol-

.

ogy allows access to the entire mass; 2)1n the workplace,

mere conveyance of information can be done quicker,
more accurately, and more cost-effectively by technology than by human beings. Most procedures that can be
stated straightforwardly as "do this, then do that, then
do that," can be computerized and mechaniied.
Community colleges cannot focus their curricula on
teaching information because there is just too much
information to know, and it changes so rapid I y that what
was true yesterday is no longer true today. Computers
are very good at storing massive amounts of data and
retrieving the precise fact requested, which is why the
jobs that involve supplying known information, such as
bank tellers ..nd telephone operators, are being automated along with low-level assembly positions. What

There is no question that learning about technology,
its current applications, and its potential for transforming teaching and learning takes time. It is both a fascinating and endlessly frustrating task. It requires tolerance
for ambiguity; acceptance ot uncertain knowledge; ability to adapt and seek alternative solutions; and skill in
processing, synthesizing and applying endless amounts

of informationthe same skills that are demanded of
community colkge students to succeed in the workplace
transformed by technology. Community college leaders
can reasonably argue that they simply do not have the
tam4.. I lowever, those who expect their faculties and
staffs to utilize technological tools but who are unwilling
to spend the time and effort doing so personally are only

computers cannot doat least, not yetis supply context, make creative linkages between different items of
information, make value judgments, deal with the unexpected, or respond satisfactorily to personal interactions.
Education needs to learn how to accommodate these
realities Curricula must reflect what facts mithit by

kidding themsekes. They are abdicating their roles as
leaders. At best, they are only living up to the hist option
of Ted Turrier',- fair,
iorn, "I,ead. follow, get out
ot the way."

known ane which can be looked up when they are
needed. Effective instruction will concentrate both on

Carol Cross is corporate director of partnersinr de:violin/cut for SETS, a companu that works cooperatively with

how to look up facts and how to apply them creatively in

the solution of real problems. Technology also adds a
whole new wrinkle to the ongoing struggle with general
education. Educators need toexamine once again how to
teach analytic, associative, problem-solving, and interpersonal skills. It turns out that instructional technology
is extraordinarily well-equipped to develop some of

college,; and universities to produce and implonent z'ideodiscbased interactive courseware. Previously, She SerIA OS the
extTlitiVC director of the AAC1C instructional Telecommunications Consortimn. CroSS writes on technology iSSUCS for
Commuttity Colleqe Week and other periodicals. She zeill
conduct a ma for workshop, "The Many Faces of Multnnedia:

these key skills in students, particularly in com pa riIn to
some traditional classroom methodologies.

A Primer on Interactive Technohwies," al the League for

3. How Do We Organize, Support, and Fund

Innovation's annual con ference on computing in community
colkges, October 21-24,1990, in Dallas, Texas.

Individualized Instruction? Technology now offers
cost-effective ways to individualize instruction for the
s

Don Doucette edak,i

c,
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STRENGTHENING THE TRANSFER FUNCTION:
FROM A "ZERO-SUM" GAME TO A "WIN-WIN" SITUATION

Judith S. Eaton
Is the current emphasis on transfer education at
community colkges a zero-sum game? Is transfer

tation, presidents must use their authority to sustain all

strengthened at the expense of other major community

including the transfer responsibility, Ow occupational

college functions such as developmental/remedial
education or occupational training? Many fear that the
answer to both questions is "ves," that today's efforts to

strengthen the transfer function will in the long run
weaken the community college's comprehensive scope.
Several factors contribute to the scenario of a zerosum ganw. One is the fear that transfer will bt\come the
sok. criterion used to assess institutional effectiveness.

The second is the fear that transfer will become the
predominant accountability measure employed by state

and local funding sources, thus reducing financial
support for other institutional functions. The third factor
lies in the possibility that funds will be reallocated inter-

major functions of the community college mission,

responsibility, and the developmental/remedial

responsibility. The American Association of Community and Junior College, through its designation of 1991
as the "year of transfer," reflects the type of commitment
that is required. The establishment of the year of transfer
is intended to encourage consideration of the importance of transfer for community college students within
the context of an institution's comprehensive mission. It
is essential that college presidents keep this vision of the
community college mission as they deal with legislative
and policy efforts to strengthen transfer. They cannot
allow these efforts to eclipse the multipurpose nature of
the community college.

nally to strengthen transfer at the expense of other
services. Each of these fears reflects the assumption that
transfer is a distinct community college function which
is strengthened only by weakening other programs.

Fiscal Accountability

These fears, however, need not become reality.
College presidents are pivotal in ensuring that their

then state and local funding agencies might stress

institutions avoid this result. By recognizing the weak
assumptions of the "zero-sum" game and leading their
institutions in more positive directions, presidents can
help create a "win-win" situation, with the result that
efforts to strengthen transfer will strengthen the entire
institution.

Tiansfer as an Effectiveness Criterion

Some anticipate that renewed interest in transfer
involves the establishment of a single standard of excellence for community colleges: the success of students
who pursue the baccalaureate. In this scenario, transfer
activity as a sole criterion will replace the multiple measures colleges currently use to judge their effectiveness.
Those who express concern about transfer emerging

as the sole criterion of community college effectivenessincluding such commentators as K. Patricia Cross
and Norton Grubbacknowledge that they are anticipating what might occur rather than confirming that any
change in siandards has taken place. They provide those
in leadership positions with an early warning. Recognizing that the community college mission is complex and
cannot be neatly confined to any one standard or expec-

If transfer becomes the sole effectiveness criterion,

transfer success as the key measure of accountability
for community colleges. Thus, funding for community
colleges would become solely dependent on transfer.
This raises the possibility that financial support will be
withdrawn from those institutions whose emphasis on
transfer is deemed inadequate.
At first glance, these fears may appear to have some
grounding. State an.: local governments are challenging
community colleges to ma nage t ransfer more effectively,

to collect and use transfer data meaningfully, and to
revitalize the transfer relationship with receiving fouryear institutions. But upon closer inspection, these challenges cannot be interpreted as a mandate to abandon
the comprehensive mission. Few, if any, government

officials insist that funding be channeled directly to
transfer efforts at the expense of other programs and
services. Indeed, community college leaders have done
an outstanding job of convincing government agencies

that occupational education and training are vital to
economic and work force development. Legislatures,
cities, and counties are not urging community colleges to
abandon these highly successful programs for the sake of
transfer. College leaders need to recognize this and view
government calls for a renewed emphasis on transfer as
a reaffirmation of the comprehensive mission.
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student population with varying backgrounds and
capacities, community college educators sometimes

Internal Allocation of Funds

worry that setting high exixvtations for student success,

The limited resources available to community

however well-intended, might discourage some

colleges engender concern that additional emphasis on
transfer will result in a reallocation of funds away from
other vital community college services. Institutions
might reallocate resiources among programs, making,

students who are unsure of their skills and abilities. It is
important to recognize that the values implied in ambitious educationa 1 goals can help make student success an
important element of student-centeredness. Attention
to support services ane4 formative evaluation can help
assure that students will not be discouraged or deterred
from pursuing their studies.
Cooperation. A third way to ensure a win-win situ.

additional dollars available to transfer efforts and
decreasing the budgets of developmental or vocational
programs. In addition, colleges might confine the hiring

of new staff to those w ho contribute to the transfer effort.

While such allocations appear feasible, they are in
reality unlikely to have a major impact. In the fiNt place,

ation is to stress emphasis on transfer as a means of
building institutional cooperation across program and

presidents do not have unlimited power to effect this
financial reinvestment, especially it it will result in the
elimination of programs or in staff layoffs. Efforts

service lines, thus diminishing the "other-side-cif-thehouse" syndrome that plagues many colleges. Emphasizing transfer as one of many forms of student achievement can diminish comMition between programs and
services within the college and encourage a sense of
shared responsibility. Teaching and learning do not
flourish in a "clash-of-opposites" environment. They are
best nurtured by stressing the shared responsibilities of
faculty and academic administrators.
Leadership. Finally, presidents can build a win-win
scenario through their )ersonal leadership styles and
through straightforwardness in stating their views and
valUeS. Transfer is not an appropriate emphasis for all
community colleges. But at those institutions which

to reallocate funds on a narrow basis will also be

hampered by the blurred boundaries between programs
identified as "occupational" or "academic." Transfer is a
fundion of student intent rather than course content and
is undertaken by students in all courses and programs,
including those in occupational, as well as academic,
areas. Indeed, successful occupational programs often
serve as outstanding models for transfer effectiveness

because they share several key characteristics that

enhance student flow and transfer: program coherence,
clear program goals, specific transfer agreements with
departments at four-year institutions, and the challenge
of external licensure or certification requirements. At
tlw course level, many of the requirenwnts and electives

1:elieve the emphasis to be desirable, presidents have the

responsibility to involve both "occupational" and

"academic" faculty, to forcefully articulate the value cif
student achievement as well as access, and to pursue the

in occupational areas are transferrable to four-year
institutions. In short, transfer and nontranskr functions
are not neatly partitioned.

financing of transfer interest within the context cif a
balanced implenwntation of the institutional mission.

Transfer as a Win-Win Situation

Making A Difference

It is important for presidents to recognize the weak

l'residential leadership does make a difference. The

assumptions upon which the zero-sum scenario rests
and to prevent this scenario from deterring, efforts to

critical question to be asked is: in what way? The
behaviors, attitudes, and values of presidents are essen-

strengthen the transfer function. But this will not suffice
to ensure the success of those efforts. Presidents must
also work to assure that they are carried out in a win-win
framework, with benefits accruing to the entire institu-

tial to ensuring that the recent emphasis on transfer
education is sustained not as a zero-sum gain for institu-

tions but as a win-win situation for students, faculty,
administrators, the colkge, and the community. Those
who cling to the zero-sum scenario misunderstand
toda 'N efforts to improve transfer and hence miss an
opportunity to reaffirm the community college's traditional commitment to student achievement, student
centeredness, and interdepartmental cooperation.

tion. There are four ways that college presidents can
foster this win-win scenario.
ALitieVrttleta. hisLo pi esidents should iist ti Lin:+kr
to emphasize the importance of student achievement.
Few doubt the seriousness of the community college's
commitment to access, hut many question the effectiveness of access unless it is matched by an equally strong

With S. Eaton is director of the National Center for
Academic Achievement and Transfer at the AnwricanCiumcil
on Education. She previously served as president of the

commitment to achievement. Increased emphasis on
transfer is one way community colleges can focus on the

longer-range educational goals of students and thus

Ccimmunity Colle,v of PhilaMphia and Clark County

make a maior institutional investment in responsibility
for student success after admission to the college. This is
particularly important for disadvantaged students.
Student-Centeredness. Second, presidents can
ensure a win-win situation by making student success an
essential feature of their institutions' student-centeredness. Community colleges, as premier teaching institutions, are models for other colleges and universities in
placing students at the center of their educational work
and thought. But because of the challenges posed by a

CemnnuitityCtilkge.
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lEditor's note: Leadership Abstracts is pleased to have Jim

Palmer serve as guest editor for this and future issues of
t he series. Jim is associa te director of t he Center for Com-

munity College Education at George Mason University.1
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LEADING A COLLEGE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Stephen G. Katsinas and Vincent A. Lacey
While community colleges cannot solve all of the
economic woes of the nation or their communities, they

have taken on a number of economic development
initiatives outside of the regular, credit curriculum.
These nontraditional initiatives include, but are not
limited to, customized training and retraining for area
businesses, technology transfer efforts, new business
incubators, and small business centers. Often the

colleges serve as the primary training agencies for
government-sponsored labor force development
programs, with payment based on students' performance and employment success. For example, preliminary results of a national survey of community colleges
released in June, 1990 by NETWORK (America's TwoYear College Employment, Training and Adult Literacy
Consortium) found that community colleges are now the
largest single provider of training supported by the Job
Training Partnership Act (JTPA).

Unlike the regular credit programs offered by the
colleges, these economic development initiatives are not
always bound by the traditions of college organization

and admimstration. Many are offered through divisions, centers, and institutes that are spin-offs of the
institution and are not under the control of the dean of
instruction. Because these programs increase the visibility of the college in the business community, those who
manage them often report directly to the president. In
addition, many operate on a break-even or for-profit
basis and do not have a direct impact on the college's
subsidized enrollment base, thou6h the indirect effect
may be significant.
These nontraditional approaches speak well for the
ability of community colleges to address pressing economic development problems, especially those posed by
a growing underclass whose skills leave them unable to
join the economic mainstream. Clearly, getting this
message out to policy makersparticularly to state and
local officials who manage employment and training
programs funded with federal "flow-through" dollars
is of great importance to community college leaders

Leading Economic Development

There are six steps community college leaders,
particularly presidents, can take to establish effective
economic development programs.
1. Providing the Presidential imprimatur. It is the
personal commitment of the president that either promotes an environment of risk-taking and innovation or
constricts it. Therefore, the first step required of the
president is to communicate his or her personal support
of the college's economic development program. If
faculty do not realize that the nontraditional program is
the president's program, it will soon have a second-class
citizenship within the college's informal culture. Without strong presidential su pport, the natural resistance to

new ways of doing things can overwhelm a fledgling
economic development initiative.

2. Serving the Nation's Underclass. Because
economic development is tied to human resource
development, the president, with the full support of the

board of trustees, should clearly articulate that the
institution's role in economic development includes,
serving disadvantaged student clienteles. Many, if not
most, community college mission statements make a
commitment "to take students as they are," and it is true
that these i nd i v iduals ha ve been served in various model

programs targeted to special populations. But community colleges have infrequently, if at all, targeted signifi-.

cant programs or services for the underclass represented, for example, by the four million Americans
receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children (of
whom only 150,0(X) are served by Title 11A of the Job
Training Partnership Act). Indeed, mission statements
rarely require the colleges to reach out to the underclass
through employment services, job training, and adult
literacy education.
The role of the president here is simple and direct. If

the institution is going to become committed to
economic development, it must be committed to helping
the underclass to gain an economic foothold in society.

interested in helping the work force become more

This priority should be articulated in the institution's

competitive.

mission statement.
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3. Defending the Liberal Arts. If colleges are to serve
the underclass, a third step to be taken is to reaffirm the
nce of the liberal arts curriculum. Many, particular y faculty, fear that an emphasis on economic development will overshadow the college's othet educational
functions. Community college chief executive officers
need to be sensitive to the relationship of the liberal arts
program to democratic values. In addition, presidents
must guard against thee.e who use the rubric of economic
development to diminish the importance of liberal and
general education. Given today's fast rate of technological change, the adaptation and critical thinking skills one
gains from the liberal arts are essential to community
college students. Nontraditional economic development activities should promote enrollments in liberal
arts courses for this reason, providing a rationale and
vehicle for "selling" such courses to students.
4. Initiating Economic Development Audits. As a
fourth step, presidents should initiate "economic development audits" for both the institution and the commu-

nity. These audits should identify training and adult
literacy opportunities in the community, thus assuring
that the college will not "reinvent the wheel" when
planning economic development initiatives. In addition
to examining the local resources, these audits should
include action statements specifying how existing serv-

ices offered by the institution may be repackaged to
serve the community better. Such repackaging can often
be accomplished through an institutional division that
lies outside of the traditional transfer, community services, and occupational education departments.
5. Securing Adequate Funding. Money is always a
concern, and the president should calculate whether the

college has the financial support required for its economic development program, or whether funding needs
to be secured from alternative sources. Subsidies from
government agencies that oversee job training, welfare
reform, or adult literary are often available. With proper
packaging of existing funds from various federal, state,

local, and private sector discretionary programs, the
necessary finances can usually be arranged. Spin-off
benefits, including higher revenues through increased
enrollment, are another source of income. For example.

one large urban community college estimates that 25
percent of the participants in the various nontraditional
job training and adult literacy programs delivered by the
college during 1989-1990 will enroll in regular, credit
programs over the next year and one half. Thus, institu-

tional finances can be dramatically improved through
economic development initiatives. It is here that the

economic development audit can make a critically
important contribution to program planning.
6. Influencing Policy Decisions. Finally the president should be an active player in economic development efforts, seeking to influence the role community
colleges play in government economic development
policies at both the state and federal levels. This can be
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accomplished through personal involvement in the
National Council for Occupational Education or the National Council for Resource Development. Affiliated

with the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges, both provide a visible forum for discus-

sion of issues that affect the ability of community
colleges to serve as catalysts for economic development.
Presidents should also support and play an active role in
the federal relations program operated jointly by AACJC

and the Association of Community College Trustees.
The program helps guide legislation that affects labor
force and economic development.
Building Community

Leading the economic development program
requires the college president to take on several roles. He

or she must be the leading voice for nontraditional
approaches to community problems, while at the same
time assuring thc- integrity of traditional college functions in the liberal arts and general education. In addition, the president must work hand-in-hand with the
business community and at the same time serve those

who have only a tenuous foothold on the American
dream. The roles of fund raiser and lobbyist also must be
attended to.
But the payoff for this work can he considerable, for
in the final analysis, economic development is community development. When a community college prepares
individuals for jobs that pay in excess of $15,000 (above
the $14,500 federal poverty standard fora family of four),
the institution is building community. When a community college plays a positive role in attracting new industries to a community or helping an existing industry to

survive competitively, the institution is building community. And when a community college provides
.2mployment and training programs that assist individu-

als who have been traditionally unserved or under
served by institutions of higher education, the institution is not only building community, but enriching the
state and nation. Properly led, economic development
initiati ves accrue benefits far beyond the increased good
will and visibility enjoyed by the college.

Stephen C. Katsinas is assistant professor of higher
education at Oklahoma State University. Vincent A. Lacey is
director of the computer-assisted instructional laboratory at
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. This abstract
summarizes key points in their 1989 monorgraph, Tconomic
Develtipment _and Community Collexes: Models of Institutional Effectiveness, which is available from the Publications
Office at AACK.
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AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION ON THE GRILL

Dan Angel
The changes sweeping across the globe are not
universal high regard. A recent Gallup poll found that
public confidence in educational leaders was only 31

Community college leaders must work to keep costs
down and educational opportunities accessible. At the
same time, they must demonstrate convincingly that
consumers are getting a good value for their moni=y
which leads to the second major criticism of higher

percent. In 1983, A Nation at Risk set the tone for public

education.

limited to the collapse of the Berlin Wall. Gone too is the
era when the American public held higher education in

concern for all levels of education. The report also
helped expose higher education to rigorous examination, and in the intervening years, public criticism has
focused on four major areas: 1) high costs, 2) uncertain

quality, 3) confusion of goals, and 4) inadequate
response to key problems.
American higher education is on the grill, and its
leadership needs not only to recognize the seriousness of
the criticisms leveled against it, but also to respond to
substantive concerns and to change where criticisms are
justified. Community colleges, perhaps the least well-

understood segment of higher education, have come
under particularly intense scrutiny and criticism, and

it is urgent that their leaders take seriously public

pressures for accountability and respond by improving

both their message and their programs to meet the
changing challenges and expectations of the 199t)s.

Criticism One: High Costs
Higher education has come under serious criticism
for increases in tuition and other costs that far exceed
rates of inflation. Large numbers of column inches have
been devoted to this issue. A more substantive indicator
of public concern is that 30 state legislatures have acted

to develop programs and policies to guarantee that
students can afford to attend college. In 1986, Michigan
became the first state to set up a special fund guarantee-

ing tuition payments for future students. Florida and
Wyoming have since enacted "Michigan-style" plans to

guarantee student tuition. Twenty-seven states have
followed a "Texas-style" approach, where bonds are
sold that are tax free when used for higher education.
In 1989-90, the average annual tuition for a private
four-year college was $8,738. For a public four-year
institution, it was $1,694, and at a public community
college, the average annual tuition for full-time enroliment was $842. These data show that community
colleges are less vulnerable to criticisms of excessive

costs, but it would be a mistake to conclude that
they must not be sensitive to consumer concerns.

Criticism Two: Uncertain Quality
There is mounting evidence that the public needs to
be reassured that higher education is a good investment.
Students, parents of students, and public officials need to
he assured that colleges provide a substantive, quality
educational experience that produces concrete results.
The public concern for quality control is probably

most evident in the nationwide movement toward
competency testing. In the 1980s, several sLates established some kind of testing program to ensure both that
a college education is "college-level," and that college

adds valuestudents emerge from college with more
knowledge and grwter skills than they ,.ntered with.
Texas has recently joined New Jersey, Tennessee,
and Florida in mandating a statewide test for its college
students. The Texas test does three things: tests basic
skills in reading, writing, and math; prevents students
from enrolling in junior-level courses with deficient
skills; and mandate's remedial courses to correct deficiencies. While such "rising junior" tests do not directly
address issues of value added by college, they do tend to
guarantee that a college degree means that a student has
achieved some minimum level of competency.
The whole testing movement is a verification of the
public suspicion that higher education may not be worth
it. In this regard, a 1986 study that offered an economic
gauge to the value of a college education is enormously
useful. The study demonstrated a $300 monthly earnings differential for each level of education achieved: the

lifetime earnings of a high school dropout would be
about $300 a month less than for a high school graduate
A community college degree recipient will make $300
per month more than a high school graduate, and so on
up the line. In fact, the increments grew larger at higher

levels of education to reflect the incomes ea

bY

professionals such as attorneys and doctors.
Community college leaders have a dual responsibility in responding to public concerns about quality. The
first is to do a better job communicating the value of a
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nation's looming educational and economic problems.
It is ironic that the public, the business community in

college education to their constituencies. Their second
responsibility is to document the effectiveness of their

particular, are suddenly demanding solutions to the

programs in terms of real st.' dent outcomes. Most

community colleges leaders understand that

problem of high school dropouts. High dropout rates are
not a recent phenomenon. In fact, the highest retention
rate ever achieved was in 1970, and that year the graduation rate was only 77 percent. American business did
not notice that at best, twenty-three percent of the nation's
youth were dropping out of school because they did not

theaccountability movement is here to stay, and many
have already begun implementing systematic programs
for assessing institutional effectiveness. Community
colleges have much to offer the rest of higher education
in this regard, and their leadership in identifying clearly

need educated agricultural workers nor did they need
particularly well-educated factory workers. However,
in a keenly competitive global economy, the nation

the intended and realized outcomes of college will
benefit all.

cannot afford the luxury of having a quarter of its young
adults underprepared for the work force. In 1985 it took
11.8 years of education to qualify for a job, By the year
2000, it will take 14 years, and 90 percent of the new jobs
created will require some higher education.
In addition to serving dropouts, higher education is
being asked to solve problems of adult illiteracy and to

Criticism Three: Confusing Goals
A third criticism heaped upon higher education is
that there is no single voice clearly articulating the goals
that colleges and universities have for themselves and
the nation. In the past year, President Bush identified six
goals for higher education. Secretary Cavazos identified
six of his own. The American Association of Community

help improve the lot of minorities who remain

and Junior Colleges presented six objectives to its

underrepresented at all levels of educational achievement.
Between 1974 and 1985, the number of Black high school

members, and the Education Commission of the States
published itsown agenda. Regional accreditation bodies
also have their agendas for highereducation; for instance,
the Southern Educational Regional Board that covers

graduates increased by 19 percent, but Black college
enrollment dropped 12 percent. Between 1974 and 1985,
college attendance of Hispanics rose 21 percent, but the

participation rate of this fast-growing minority rate

Texas, has identified twelve thing. they want to

accomplish during the next decade. Finally, each of the
fifty states has its own list of higher education priorities.
While this diversity attests to the independent spirit
that has made American higher education the envy of the
world, this multiplicity of goals must be confusing to its
various publics who want clear messages. M.st of the
goals published by various states and organizations do
not conflict, but the image created by so many voices is
one of an unruly collection of individual institutions.
The higher education community badly needs to clarify
to the American public its answers to basic questions:
what are colleges and universities doing? what should
they be doing? how can higher education help create a
better society and a better world?

actually dropped 36 percent. Colleges and universities
are also being asked to educate the rapidly increasing
numbers of older student seeking to retrain or to make
up for previous lack of educational opportunities.
To regain public confidence, higher education must
adapt itself to assist in solving these problems. It must
prepare a competitive work force by reaching out to
include and educate effectively populations of students
who have previously been excluded. This challenge
plays to the long suit of community colleges, and they
have a special responsibility for leading the resurgence
of higher education in the l990s.

Criticism Four Inadequate Response to Key Problems

colleges may be scary, but also raises chill humps of

Perhaps the most daming a criticism is that higher
education has not been Ferceived as contributing effec-

excitement. The public and the nation demand committed and focused leadership to address the major educational, economic, and social issues of the times. They

That much of the future of American higher education is riding on the shoulders of the nation's community

tively to the solution uf critical problems facing the

demand educators who refuse to be mired in

nation. Political, busino s, and community leaders have
lately come to recognize that an inadequately prepared
work force is a major threat to the econt,mic well being of

administrivia, in turf battles, and in other pettiness. They
demand nothing less than a recommitment to advancing

the nation. They have come to recognize that the exclusion

the best opportunity for all to gain their fair share of the
economic pie.

the American dreamwhere education still represents

of large and growing numbers of at-risk students from

participation in higher education programs further
threatens economic competitiveness. Community

Dan Angel is president of Austin Community College,
Austin, Texas. This essay is abstracted from his remarks
delivered at the Emerging Leaders Institute, University of
Michigan, February 14,1990, in Ann Arbor, Mkhigan.

colleges, as the open access institutions with the most
experience dealing with at-risk students, bear a special
burden for responding to this criticism. They also have

a unique opportunity to achieve long-term public
support for higher education by helping to solve the
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AMERICA'S CHOICE: HIGH SKILLS OR LOW WAGES

Tom Gonzales
America's Choice: Iiigh Skills or Low Wises is a
startling report that has major implications for the role of
community colleges in preparing the nation's workforce
for the challenges of a new world economic order. The
Report of the Commission on the Skills of the American

Workforce, published in June 1990 by the National
Centeron Education and the Economy, is startling beGiuse

it vividly documents concerns about the nation's ability
to compete economically and rejects most glib rationalizaons that have been used to excuse the failings of the
Anwrican workforce and educational system.
The task force, composed of 34 individuals from all
sectors of business and education and co-chaired by two
former secretaries of the U. S. Department of Labor,
argues that improving productivity is the only chance
the country has to raise, or even maintain, its current
standard of living. However, in the past two decades,
real productivity growth has slowed to a crawl, relying
almost entirely on women entering the workforce and
creating two-wage-earner families in order to maintain
current standards of living. The commission concludes
that if productivity continues to falter that the country

can expect only one of two futures: either the top 30
percent of the population will grow wealthier while the
bottom 70 percent becomes progressively poorer, or all
will slide into relative poverty together.

Problems and Recommendations
The report grapples with key issues related to effective workforce preparation, including skills shortages in

the existing and projected workforce, how work is
organized in American compan ies (a nd alternative forms
of ef fective organ ization), a nd how workers a re prepared

(or not prepared) for the workplace. Then, it distills
these issues into discrete problems followed by specific
recommendations to address them.

Problem One. Two factors stand in the way of
producing the highly educated workforce that is required
to increase American productivity: lack of a clear standard of achievement for all students and lack of motivation for students to work hard in school. One reason that

students going right to work after school have little
motivation to study hard is that they see little or no
relationship between how well they do in school and
what kind of job they get after school. Other advanced
industrial nations ha ve stringent performa n ce s ta n d a rds

that virtually all students must meet at about age sixteen
and that directly affect their employment prospects.
Recommendation One. A new educational performance standard should be set for all students, to be met
by age sixteen. This standard should be established
nationally and benchmarked to the highest in the world.
Students passing a series of performance-based assessments that incorporate the standard would be awarded
a Certificate of Initial Mastery. This certificate would

qualify the student to choose among going to work,
entering a college preparatory program, or studying for
a Technical and Professional Certificate, which would be
explicitly tied to advanced job requirements. These

standards would not be intended as sorting mechanisms, but would allow multiple opportunities for
success; the goal would simply be to ensu reachieyement
of high performance standards for the great majority of
the nation's workforce.
Problem Two. More than 20 percent of students
drop out of high schot)lalmost 50 percent in many

cities. Yet, these dropouts make up more than one-third
of the front-line workforce. Ignoring these dropouts is
tantamount to ignoring the future workforce.
Recommendation Two. The states should take the
responsibility to ensu re that virtually all students achieve
the Cert ficate of Initial Mastery. Through newly created
local employment and training boards, states, with federal assistance, should create and fund alternative learning environnwnts for those who cannot reach this standard in regular schools. Youth centers and other alternaLive structures should be establ ished toenroll high school
dropouts and help them reach the standard.
Problem Three. Other industrial nations have

multiyear career-oriented educational programs that
prepare students to operate at a professional level in the
workplace. Graduates of these programs hit the ground

running when they get their first full-time jobs at age
nineteen or twenty. In the U. S., only a tiny fraction
of non-college-bound students are explicitly prepared
for work. Most flounder in the labor market, moving
from low-paying job to low-paying job until their midtwenties, never being seriously trained.
Recommendation Three. A comprehensive system
of Technical and Professional Certi f ica tes and associate's

degrees should be created for an entire range of service
and manufacturing occupations aimed at the majority of
students and adult workers who do not pursuebaccalauJ +.1
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Implications for Community Colleges

reate degrees. Students could earn entry-level certificates a fter completing two- or four-year programs, which

The report concludes in no uncertain terms that the
nation is headed for serious economic and social dislocation unless it commits itself to a program to educate and
train its workforce to high standards and reorganizes its

combine general education, specific occupation skills,
and a significant work component. Students could earn

advanced certificates, attesting to mastery of more
complex skills, as they ad vance in their careers. Students

work organizations to meet the high productivity

could pursue these programs at a wide variety of

demands of the changing world economy. The nation
can no longer operate a high-wage and low-skill model
and maintain or improve its standard of living. Taken
together, the commission's recommendations provide a
framework for developing a high quality American
education and training system that can support new,
high-performance work organizations.
Community colleges certainly have a major role to
play in the development and implementation of the
comprehensive school-to-work and education and training systems that the commission recommends. In fact,
community colleges are uniquely positioned to respond

institutions accredited to offer them, including high
schools, community colleges, and proprietary schools.

The system should be designed to allow students to
move easily between college and certificate programs,
and financing should be provided to assist students to
complete their programs.
Problem Four. The vast majority of American
employers are not moving to high-performance work
organizations, nor are they investing in training their
non-managerial employees for these new kinds of organizations. Most remain committed to mass production
models that do not require high skills of their employees,
models that are ill-suited to compete m a world market
that demands high quality, variety and responsiveness
to changing consumer tastes, and rapid new-product
introductions. Other nations are moving much more
quickly to high-performance models and are training
front-line workers, funded in part by public revenues.
Recommendation Four. All employers should be
given incentives and assistance to invest in the further
education and training of their workers and to pursue
high-productivity forms of work organization. A system
should be established whereby all employers invest at
least one percent of their payroll in worker training.
Public, technical assistance should be provided to small
businesses to assist them to move away from assemblyline models to high-performance work organizations.
Problem Five. The U. S. is not well-organized to
prepare the highly skilled workers needed to support
high-performance work organizations. Public policy on

to the recommendations. l hey are local institutions with

strong ties to both secondary schools and four-year
colleges and universities. Perhaps alone among
postsecondary institutions, community colleges offer
both strong transfer programs in preparation for further
study toward a bachelor's degree and a comprehensive
set of occupation programs that lead to certificates and
degrees indicating competence in job skills that are tied
to the needs of local business and industry. They also

have considerable experience in providing "second
chance" programs for working adults.
In sum, no educational institutions at any level are
better suited to assist the broad-based, national implementation of the commission's recommendations than

community collegeswhich are located within commuting distance of more than 90 percent of the American
population. However, as thecommission had no illusions
that its recommendations, which call for a major over-

haul of both the nation's educational and business and
industry establishments, would be quickly implemented,
community colleges can have no illusions that they will
be recognized as maim partners in solving the problems
facing the nation. Community colleges need to make the

worker training has been largely passive, except for
assisting a small portion of severely disadvantaged individuals. Policies, administration, and service delivery
are fragmented, and there is virtually no cohesive system
to assist school-to-work transition.
Recommendation Five. A new, comprehensive
system to make skills development and upgrading for
the majority of all workers a central aim of public policy
should be established. It should include a system of
employment and training boards, established as federal,

recommendations of the commission part of their national
agenda. They need toarticulateclearly the role they have

to play in implementing the recommendations and to
persist in seeking to accomplish the pragmatic solutions
laid out by the commission.
As the comm ission concludes: "The status quo is not
an option. The choice we have is to become a nation of
high skills or one of low wages. The choice is ours. It
should be clear. It must be made." (p. 9)

state, and local partnerships, to organize and oversee
new school-to-work transition programs, including
youth centers and "second chance" programs for adults
seeking the Certificate of Initial Mastery. These boards
would be responsive to the needs of their local constituencies and would manage local labor market informa-

Tom Gtmzales is chancellor of tlu. Seattle Community
Colleges and past president of Linn-Bentm Community Citllege. He served as the sole community college representative
on the Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce
which produced the report summarized in this altstract.

tion, a local job service, and a system for awarding
Technical and Professional Certificates at the local level.

The boards would coordinate with existing programs,
and the states would create a parallel structure to su pport

the local boards, coordinate statewide functions, and
establish state standards for their operation.
81.3
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IMPLEMENTING A DIVERSITY RESTRUCTURING PROGRAM

Laura I. Rendón
Bob Dylan said it best: "the times they are a
changing." Indians, African Americans, and Hispanics
are now 1$ million strong, 20 percent of the nation. Some
of America's majorci ties, including Los Angeles and San

in school management. For exampk, the school restructuring plan developed by James Comer at Yale University vastly improved the performance of two New Haven
schools that held the city's worst student achievement

Antonio, have "minority majorities"populations of
Blacks, Hispanics, and Asians that, when combined,

and attendance records. Corner's model focused on
student development and established a participatory

outnumber the white population.
Community colleges, which perhaps enroll the most

school management system in which administrators share

varied student clientele in all of higher education, are not

new to diversity. While only It) percent of all white
college students were enrolled in two-year institutions

power with parents, teachers and support staff.
Community college presidents can employ Corner's

model by creating teams of faculty, administrators,

students were enrolled at community colleges, as were
54 percent of all American Indian college students, 40

support staff, and community representatives who are
given the opportunity to help transform the college into
an exemplary campus. These teams could study and
document changes in the college's student clientele,

percent of all Asian college students and 42 percent of all
African American college students. But there' is mount-

to multicultural populations, and examine the college

during the fall of 1988, 5{, percent of all Hispanic college

review the college mission to ensure that it is responsive

ing concern that few minority students successfully

budget with an eye toward Emding activities that

transfer to fou r-year colleges and that full equity in terms

improve faculty development, ease relationships with
feeder schools and four-year institutions, and encourage
innovative strategies for fostering student learning.
Create a Multicultural Curriculum. The president
should work closely with the chief academic officer to

of degree completion has yet to be attained. In its 1990
report, Education that Works, the Quality Education for
Minorities project reported that while Hispanic, Black,
and Indian students represented 14 percent of college
and university enrollments in 1986, yet these minority
groups received just nine percent of all bachelor's degrees,

eight percent of master's degrees and six percent of all
doctoral degrees. In fact, white students earn bachelor's
degrees at twice the rate of African American students
and three times the rate of Hispanic students.
Community college presidents must exert leadership to turn the college into an institution that is responsive to multicultural student populations. This cannot
be done on a piecemeal basis. A diversity restructuring
program is needed, leading to improvements in governance,curriculum, instruction, student support services,
and faculty development. College leaders can take

several steps outlined below, to assure that these
programs effect the institutional change needed to

improve our track record in helping minority students
achieve their educational goals.

ensure that multicultural perspectives are reflected
throughout the curriculum. Ethnic stud it s programs are

helpful, but it is more important to aution the faculty
against overrelying on a European-centered curriculum
that ignores the contributions made by minorities in
history, science, art and literature. Johnetta Cole, president of Spelman College, notes that if Asian, Black,
Hispame, and Indian taculty members can teach European and American history and literature, white faculty
members can cover minority voices in diversedisciplines.

Strengthen and Reward the Faculty. Leadership is
needed to make the faculty aware of the new populations

they will teach and of the steps faculty can take to
respond to the learning styles of multicultural populations. Often faculty resist changing their teaching
philosophy and overiy rely on the lecture method. This
creates a passive classroom environment and ignores
ltural as well as learning style d ifferences. The president

A Diversity Restructuring Program

should work closely with the chief academic officer and
faculty teams to design a faculty development program

Employ a Shared Governance Model. Organizations
of all types a re now opting i'or adaptableand less bureau-

that trains instructors in the use of varied and active

cratk modes of management. In education, school
systems at the K-12 levels have already experimented
with participatory management models that decentralize power and allow the involvement of all key players

learning techniques, such as debates, interactive video,
simulations, and case studies. Faculty should also be
trai-.ed in the use of quantitative and qualitative assessment and in the ways those assessments can improve
teaching and learning.
1.0
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Along with pmfessional development, the president

vision needed to turn the college into a viable conduit

and chief academic officer should support faculty
inquiry into models of teaching and learning. The
concept of the teacher/scholar, discussed by Ernest

toward the baccalaureate. Transfer centers, such as those
operated by the California community colleges; articu-

Boyer in the New American Scholar, should be encoura ged

through activities such as teaching residencies, work
with master teacher or summer programs that help
faculty design new materiaLs and learn innovative
instructional methods. Steps to enhance the role cif the
teacher scholar should be matched by efforts to reward
faculty for extraordinary student outcomes.
Develop Mentoring Programs. Retention research
indicates that what goes on ou tside the classroom is often

as important as what goes on inside the classroom. A
mentoring program that pairs students with the college's
professional staff can provide students with guidance
about college majors, careers and transfer opportunities.
Mentois can also provide students with needed support
and encouragement. It is the president who conveys the

importance of the mentoring program. At Cokirado's
Front Range Community College, for example, president Cary Israel regularly mentors minority students
and encourages key administrators to follow his example.

Improve Campus Climate and Diversify the Staff.
Recently, minority students have been the victims of
racial slurs, caricatures, and insensitive remarks from
students and faculty. These incidents point to the need
for presidential leadership aimed at creating a positive,
nurturing campus climate for the multicultural student
clientele. College teams should establish courses and
seminars that address issues of race relations, develop
policies prohibiting racial and sex discrimination, and
establish grievance procedures. Efforts to sensitize

faculty and staff to the concerns of multicultural

students are also needed.
Increasing the representation of minorities within
the college's faculty and professional staff will be impor-

tant, helping to assure that there are role models for

lation agreements; and academic alliances involving
high school, community college, and four-year college

faculty, are promising efforts. Nonetheless, more
innovations are needed. The creation of the "Higher
Education Mall" at Macomb Community College, which
en
stu d en ts to com pl ete bachelor's degree progra ms
on the two-year college campus, is an example.

Develop an Action Plan and a Research Agenda.

Besides working to improve faculty development,
instruction, and the institutional climate, the president
should ensure that the college and all departments have
recruitment and retention goals that specify how many
studentsshould graduateand how many students should
transfer to four-year institutions. Action strategies to

meet these goals should be delineated and a plan to
monitor progress toward achieving these goals should
be in place. The action plan will serve as a base against

which the college can assess its efforts to improve
student achievement.
To design a cure, it is first necessary to understand
the cause. Hence research is a requisite component of a
college's action plan. The college president should work
closely with key administrators, faculty, and the institu-

tional research officer to develop a research agenda
addressing such questionsas: Whyareminority students

leaving the college? How can campus climate be
improved? What is the college transfer rate? How can
retention and transfer rates be improved? In what disciplines are minority students having the best and least
success? The results of studies designed to answer these
questions should be carefully evaluated with an eye
toward improving practice and policy. The president
could also initiate a research partnership with four-year
institutions, allowing graduate students to use the community college campus as a living research laboratory.

minority students and that the college staff appreciates

and understands the cultural backgrounds of diverse

Changing demography is having an impact on the

students. Currently, Black faculty represent only about

way institutions are managed and on the overa ll campus
climate and instruction. If community colleges are to

four percent of the nation's prokssoriate; Hispanic
faculty constitute only two percent, and American Indians

stay in step or ahead of the times, they must adapt to

comprise less than one percent. The president should
monitor hiring procedures and assure that recruitment
extends to minority candidates. The president can also
mentor new leaders on campus and encourage faculty
and counselors who are interested in becoming administrators to participate in leadership development institutes for women and minorities. Examples include the
leadership institutes that are currently funded by the
Ford Foundation and operated at North Carolina State
University, Texas A&M University, and the University

change. This will require strong, visionary, and creative
leadership from the college president. Multicultural
students deserve a fair chance to develop their capacities
to be productive, well-educated citizens. Community
college presidents can help to ensure that the college is

of Michigan, as well as those funded by the W. K.
Kellogg Foundation and conducted by the League for
Innovatkm and The University of Texas at Austin.
Strengthen the College Transfer Function. The
transfer function is critical to minority students wishing
to attain bachelor's and graduate degrees. Thus, the
college president must provide the leadership and the

3o
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transformed into an exemplary campus at which all
students have an equal opportunity to become winners.
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TIME TO TEACH A NEW WORLD: EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY
IN THE 21ST CENTURY

Lucie J. Fjeldstad
Much has been said and written about the enormity

of the challenges facing the nation, in particular, its
educational institutions and its business and industry.
Considerably less emphasis has been given to the
common interest that these organizations, including
community colkges, have in working together toward
common goalsnot simply the obvious goal of developing an educated work force, but of nurturing a sophisticated citizenry capable' of exercising civic responsibility
in a rich and humane culture.

Some corporations, including IBM, share with
community colleges a commitment to excellence in
education and an understanding that the challenges
posed by the new century will require both resources
and resourcefulness. ProperlY applied, computer technology can help meet these challenges; it can help
community colleges to teach a new world.
A New World

Among other characteristics, the new world will
be defined by the changing racial and ethnic makeup of
the country. By the year 2050, for example, the average
U. 5. resident will trace his or her roots to Africa, Asia,
the Hispanic world, or the Pacific Islands. Already, in

California, New York, and Florida, the majority of
elementary and secondary school children belongs to an

ethnic or racial minority. These studentsincluding
large numbers of immigrantsoften bring with them

and companies like it around the globe, a world-class
work force and an informed consumer population are
strategic imperativesa matter of survival. Beyond this,
n educated populace helps assu re a free and just society,
democratic ideals, and the future of its children.

But in the United States today, an estimated 27
million people are functionally illiterate. Around the
globe, that figure is a staggel ail.; 800 million. By the yea r

2000, this number is expected to top one' billion people.

Coupled with this is a national drop-out rate of 24)
percent. According to the Children's Defense' Fund,
every eight seconds of the school day, an American
student drops out, This is one million students per year.
Of the total who do graduate annually, 700,000 cannot
read their diplomas.
An Information Society. In this con text, consider the
fact that every two to three years, society's knowledge
base virtually doubles. Every day, some 7,0(X) scientific
and technical articles are published. Information-gathering satellite's send back enough data to fill the nineteen
million volumes in the Library of Congress to overflow-

ingevery two weeks! On any given Sunday, a single
copy of the New York Times holds more information than

this nation's colonial American ancestors were required
to absorb in a lifetime.
Ironically, this urgent need to be information savvy

is happening when the ability to process information
that is, when the strength of the nation's human capital

the challenges of cu Itu ral transition, economic disadvan-

seems less and less able to do so. The good news is that
at the time when the need to "manage" informationto

tage, and a native language other than English
To teach such students effectively, educators must

store, ret rieve, sea rch, organize', and analyie it in order to

develop creative teachi ng techniques that work for people

learn and ma ke informed decisionsis so acute, there is
technology available that is equal to the task.

of a variety of languages, cultures, and backgrounds.
The Human Capital Crisis. The country also faces

Multimedia Technology and the Campus of the Future

what many are calling a human capital crisisa crisis
w hose ca uses are many and sometimes mysteriousbut
whose symptoms include disturbingly high illiteracy

and drop-out rates and epidemic drug abuse. It is
difficult to exaggerate the severity of this crisis or its
impact on the education and business communities.
American business needs educated employees to
make and sell its products. A company like IBM needs
well-educated consumers to make use of them. For IBM

Today, interactive multimedia technology brings
sight, sound, and touch to computers. Such technology
offers a potent way to meet the diverse needs of the full
range of students enrolled in community colleges. On

the one hand, multimedia technology can be used to
teach reading and writing skills to remedial students; on
the other, higher-level students can do the most sophisticated chemistry laboratory experiments, for example,
,
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industry and edueation must find ways to make educational software more available and less costly. One way
is to make it more rewarding for members of the academic community to spend time developing mu rsewa re
for their classes. Another way is to take advantage of the
special expertise and resourws of each party in joint
development projects. Still another is to develop a broad
base of users so that the cost of developing solutions is
spread among many rather than a few.

at thei r multimed la computer workstations. Multimedia
technology is also well-suited to address the emerging
needs of distance learners, part-time students and faculty,
and other challenges facing community collnges

The future of education envisioned by IBM is a
campus linked by high-speed, fiber-optic technology
and multimedia computer applications. Such a campus
will offer students powerful educational opportunities,
whether their field of study is history, science, or music.
For example, three times a week, Kelly, a music

And lastbut most importantthe computer

industry and education must learn more about each

major, studies with Kim, a prominent Koreanipiano
master. Kelly lives in California and studies music at

other. Companies like IBM must make an even greater
effort to understand the education environment and, in
particular, the challenges and distinct requirements of
community colleges, a vital segment of the educational
system that serves as a link to all others.

Bakersfield College. Kim lives and worksin Korea. They
are connected by an interactive computer network VIM
allows two electronic keyboards to be played by Kim and
Kelly as if thev were side-by-side. Kim's voiceand image
are available to Kelly, and vice versa.

Looking Ahead

Joe and Mark are two of over 3 hundred shuients
attending Dr. Johannsen's course on quantum mechank-s at the Maricopa Community Colleges. The "class" is
distributed to over a dozen universities and two-year
colleges in the U.S., Germany, Great Britain, and Russia.
Students correspond regularly and instantly via dectrunk- mail, which includes images, data, voice, and fullmotion video; their computers automatically translate
the different languages. Tiw students are currently
conducting an experiment. But where is the experiment
taking place? On which campus? In which country? The
answer: all places at once. The experiment is a studentcontrolled computer simulation on the network.
Colleges of the future will be able to reach students
in isolated places wi th courseware individually designed
so students can learn at their own pace, in their own way.

IBM recognizes the critical role community colleges

play in guaranteeing access to higher education for all

people in society, in training and retraining a work
force to compete in a global economy, and in providing
essential skills to underprepared students and adults to
help them become productive citizens. This year, IBM
created the Multimedia and Education Division, which

encompasses all IBM's marketing and development
activities in K-12, highereducation, and lifetime learning.

Needless to say, community colleges will be a major
focus of this division,

The establishment of this division is intended to
send a strong signal that education is a top priority in all
that IBM does as a company. It is also a recognition that

multimedia technology will forever change the ways
people teach and learn and live and work. And it is

From Vision to Reality: An Agenda for Action

a commitment to develop and market multimedia

This vision of the campus of the future is closer than

application solutions that best serve the goals that IBM

most might expect. However, to make this vision a

and community colleges have in commonimproved

reality will take leadership and cooperative action by all
those involved in meeting the challenge.
FiNt, the computer and teIta rnrn nic:Ition.. int Istries, governments, and in ternat iona 1 agencies, as well as

education opportunities for the people (4 the world.
I
G. Wells once wrote, "1 luman history becomes
more and mote a race between education and catastrophe." Computer technology provides the edge needed
to win that race. It provides the opportunity to extend
the capabilities of individuals, to reach new levels of
excellence, and to make education an integral part of our

college professors and administrators, must work
together to recommend and develop standards that
enable users to talk to one another easily and instantaneously across the nation or around the world.
Second, the computer industry must provide educators with solutions that make it easy and attractive to use

livesaIl our lives long.
Lucie I. Fieldstad is corporate vice president mut in-esident

computers in creative ways. At IBM, this means working
to develop tools that enable faculty tocreate instructional

ot IBAI's newly creakd Multimedia and Education Division.
This abstract excerpts key points of her major, multimedia

materials and classroom presentations easily; it also
meani developing networking products with which
teachers can manage, customize, and administer lessons

Ilresentat ion of tlw sis us. titlemadeat the Leaguefor innaz wt ion's

annul con !crew off comma ing, Cictober 2.3,1990, in Dallas,
Texas. A copy of the full text of her remarks is available .from
Cynthia DiTallo, (914) 642-5577.

on classroom computers connected in local area
networks that respond to real needs and requirements.
Third, working together as partners, the computer
Ct
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"WHEN TtiE PUPIL IS READY, THE TEACHER APPEARS."

Joseph N. Hankin
Maxims are ditterent trom one-liners in that they
generally do not reach for humor nor depend upon

Maxims to Maintain Motivating Visions

them convey wisdom drawn from experience that comes
as close to universal truth as most of us ever approach.
The following is a sampling of insights from the experi-

nity colleges exist, as well as keep leaders focused on
historic and appropriate goals.
Philosophy cannot follow finance. This maxim is
cautionary, suggesting that institutions cannot succeed

contemporary contexts tor meaning. Yet, the best of

ence of one generation of community college leaders.

Maxims can help a rticulate the reasons that commu-

lopefully, they constitute a small piece of a kgacy to be
passed on to the generation now being groomed to lead
community colleges into the next century.

indefinitely br changing di rect ions depending on which
way the financial winds are blowing. They must chart a
course to accomplish their priorities, and then find a way
to finance their iourneys--and not vice versa.

Maxims for Public Consumption

We shape our buildings, and then they shape us.
Winston Churchill is said to have made aiis remark.

Community college presidents learn to take serilush' the importance of communicating effectively with
their various publics. Several maxims apply to this task.

Perception is more important than reality. COM=nitv college leaders must attend carefully to how
their institutions are perceived lw their various constituents and must not discount the significance of erroneous
perceptions. Colkge leaders need to explain forcefully
the roles and purposes of their institutions, their effectiveness in fulfilling their missions, their cost-efticiencv,
and their value to their students and communities.
Two is different from, not less than, four. Unfortunately, two is arithmetically less than four, so two-vear
colleges are perceived to he of less value than their fouryea r counterparts. Comnninitv college leaders need to
acknowledge this handicap and make the case that their
institutions are diCerent from, not less than, four-year
colleges and universities. They need to demonstrate that
community colkges are sophisticated and complex institutions in their own right, not merely junior versions of
their senior counterparts. They must find it inconceivable to want to become four-rear colleges.

Hospitals admitting well patients have high cure
rates. Perhaps the strongest argument that community
colleges have for public support is that they add more
value in student knowledge and skills for less investment of resources than any other type of educational
institution. It is unfortunate that the argument is made
at the expense of prestigious four-year colleges and
universities who admit only students with high skills.
The excellence of a circle lies in its roundness, not in
its bigness. This maxim aptilies not only to communica t-

ing with constituents but also to determining relevant
ways to rr .asu re success. The question should never be

%vhich provides another caution that program priorities
and visions of the future of community colleges should
not be limited by the physical plant constructed mostly
during the I YbOs and l'470s. Flex ibk spaces, both on and

off campus, will be required to support the kinds of
programs that will be needed in the next century.
Access and quality are not mutually exclusive. The
motivating vision for the most democratic educational
institutions ever established cannot be compromised.
Access to a ll who can benefit must remain a core commu-

nity college value. Those who would limit access to
increase.. quality show too little faith in the resourcefulness of community colleges to implement high-quality

programs to meet the diverse needs of all of their

students. Access is meaningless without quality, and a
vision for community colleges easily encompasses both.
Maxims for 21st Century Managers and Leaders
What worked in managing and leading institutions
in the sixties and seventies no longer applies. Commu-

nity college leaders need to adapt their styles to he
successful in the participatory, information-sharing

context which is the reality for all modern organizations.
What's sauce for the goose, is sauce for the gander.
Perhaps the first rule for would-be leaders is to under-

stand that all college employees are important to the
success of the institution. PerL, that distinguish one

group from another diminish the "we're all in this
together" institutional climate that is understood to be
key to successful organizations. !fa staff evaluation plan
is to be implemented, the college president should willingly be the first to be evaluated.
The whole is greater titan the sum of its parts. Not

How large is the institution? nor How much has it

only are orga n izzt ions enhanced by t he col lective actions

grown? The question need:: to be How well is the college
accomplishing what it set out to do?

beyond their walls tw working together with other
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of its members, but community colleges achieve impact
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educational institutions, community agendes, and Imal
businesses. Terms such as "synergy" and "syncretism"
have been coined to descritv this enhanced impact.
It takes longer to mend fences than it does to touch
bases. In the collegialatmosphere of shared governance,
decisions take longer to make than in the more autocratic
early days of community colleges. However tempting,
skipping the step of touching bases with those affected
by a decision usually results in being bogged down even
longer in mending fences.
The race goes to the persistent. Not only is impa-

tience with process a weakness to be overcome, but
persistencenot taking "no" as an answer when the
cause is rightis the most powerful institutional force.
Similarly, taking pride in partial successes rather than
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